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ABSTRACT
Residential camps for diabetic children (N = 2I) across the United States
served as subjects for Ehis project dealing with the lo*ering of blood
sugar in juvenile diabetics through exercise. Camp directors were asked
Eo complete and reEurn a mailed questiohnaire. The queStionnaire requested
information on: (a) camp background, (b) methods of diabetic control, and
(c) exercise programs offered aE the camp. Returned questionnaires were
computer tabulated and developed into descriptive data. A request for
information on the effects of exercise on juvenile diabetes was made to
various organizat.ions and foundations. Results of the questionnaires
indicated,Ehat exerc_ise,was a daily goal-at most camps, supplementing the
literature thai 'stat'ed .that. 
"*.r.i"" i" 'Uin"'f icial in diabetic control.
Literature revealed, however, that exercise is beneficial only when the
juvenile 'diabetic is in good to moderdte, iontrol. Results of the question-
naire, supplemented by literature, indicated that exercise is the third
component behind insulin and diet to be added to the balance of conErol.
Children at summer camps often experience a great increase in activity
which may result in lower insulin dosage andfor better diabetic control.
Along with the physical benefits derived from attending camp, a child can
also gain socially and cognitively from interacting with other diabet.ic
children and from learning more about diabetes. With the.information
gained from the questionnaires and additional sources, guidelines for a
sports and exercise program were developed for children at a summer camp
for diabetics. These guidelines are considerations for the camp director
to incorporate into the sports and exercise program.
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 ´ ヽ              '             INTRODUCT10N
,            ・ [  _1
:,  iDiどjёtёs・ Mёlli:us is a chrOn.crsystefiごldisease which afrects 10
mi・llion individuals in the United States.  Madden (1982)describes diabetes・
as a disOrder ■n m tabolism which どffects the production Cif insulin, thereby
caus■ng a change ■n the body's mctabolism of carbohydrates, fats, and
prote■ns.  Insulin, which is naturally produced in the bёta cells Of‐ the
pancreas of the nondiabetic, is the hormone which a110ws 81ucose to enter
muscle and fat cells, a life susta■n■ng process.  The diabetic ■ndiv■dual
lacks this mechan■s  w ich allows the convers■on of 81uqose ■ntO energy.
The ■nability of the pancreas to produce suffic■ent effectiv■ns lin ■n
an ■ndiv■dual wlth diabetes results ■n an ■mbalance of the body chem■stry.
In the diabetic, the glucose entering the blood stream cannOt reach its
destination ■n the cell.  The b19od 81ucose level continues tO r■se high r,
eventually caus■ng an undes■rable condition termed hyper81ycem■a.  T is
condition of high b10od sugar can be allev■ated through insu in ■njections,
diet regulation, oral agents, and/or exercise (Krall, 1978)。
The two major types of diabetes are mature―onset and.juven■le―onset.
Individuals with mature―onset diabetes (85% of all diabetics)usually
prOduce some ■n ulin and can regulate the■ blood 81ucose levels through.
a planned diet and/or oral agents that help to stimulate further production
of insulin.  Of the 10 m■1lion diabetics ■n the Un■ted States, 10% are
juvenile diabごtics (Cantu, 1982)。  Although juvenile diabetes develops in
both children and adults, most individuals are below the age of 20 at the
onset of the disease (Cantu, 1982).  」uvenile diabetes is a serioμζ, cOmpl x
m｀etabolic disease requ■r■ng da■ly injections of insulin lo ma■nta■n a
ユ
::  Ъtabie 81ここOSe lёvel (K,911, 11ラ8).、 ｀It iS・diffiCult fOr juvenile diabetics
to maintain a stable｀Ъod, chemlStry.  The le,el of sugar in the blood often
`flぃとtuatettigreatly without a daily Fegimen of care (」uvenil  DiabeleS
FoundatiOn lnternatiOnal, 1982).  They reiluire careful daily self―monitor ng
and/or phyS■c■an care。
The major factor ■n promoting better health Ond extending the life
of the 」uvenile diabetic ■ミ the maintenance of a stable appropriate blood
 ヽ   sugar levelo  Madden (1982)stateS that it is necessary to have a triad of
balance between ■nsulin, diet, and exerc■se fo■ a juven■le diabetic to lead
a healthy life.  Through careful regulatiOn Of these three components, the
」uVenile diabetic is capable of leading an active and rewarding life.
Dur■ng the past 20 years, research by severa1 0rgan■z tions and medical
centers has prov■ded much information ■n ■den fying the diabetic condition,
■ts current symptoms, and its detr■mental effec s on the body.  Diabetes
ls currently an incurab■e d sease.`  xtensive research has not y■elded a
cure but has discovered greatly improveditechniques to a■d in diabetic.
cOntrolo  What once was almost always a fatal disease is now controllable.
Exercise, a.third of the triangular balance ad,vocated by Madden, has
by no means been overlooked by researchers aS a significant conEributor
to blood glucose level control. However, perhaps an even greater emphasis
should be placed on the importance of exercise for juvenile diabetics. .
Unfortunately, sometimes this is more ofLen talked about t.han done
(Whitehouse, 1978).
Exercise lncreases and maintains fitness. It promotes an overall
healthy mind and body and is therefore therapeutic to the juvenile
diabetic. In addition to insulin and diet, exercise can'he1p control the
3diabetic condition.  Flood (1982)recommends that diabetic children
participate in sports、 and Whitehiouse (1978)advocates exercise to help in
the prevention of hyper81ycem■a and c■r ulation problems,  Although
Plann■g and mon■tor■n8 0f a juven■le diabetic's exerc■se program ■s
necessary in order to keep the ■ndiv■dual's body chebiStry re8ulated, the
t・
:1で
｀
  juyenire di,bb,lCヽShOuld be bncbliaged・Lt°tparticipate in a widO range of
t     activ■tibs:` Although activ.ties migilt cause changes ■n■nsulin patterns,
.thё diabetic,can adjust his/hOr dosage to a new schedule.
The diabetic child must learn to adapt to a nondiabёtic env■ronmen .
The diabetic must also follow a da■ly ma■ntenance program of insulin
■njections, regulated diet, and planned exerc■se.  The nondiabetic child
does not have to regulate body chem■stry voluntar■ly be ause the b9dy's
system automOtically ma■nta■ns 81ucose level.  In most sch661S, the
diabetic child is ma■nstrea ed into the re8ular school schedule.  A problem
ar■ses when the school schedule conflicts w■t  the diabet  child's
maintenance program.  In the public school settin8, the problem of
ma■nta■n■ng a stable body chem■str often ■nhibits the diabetic ■n v■dual・
frOm:partic■pating fully ■n a l school activities.
An environment does exist, however, where the diabetic child can be a
part of the majority and can share in a common lifestyle. Although it may
be for only a few weeks of a summerr-a camping experience for the diabetic
child can provide an opportunity for th'e child to participate without
inhibition. Through this experience, the juvenile diabetic can gain
knowledge and a. better understanding of the condition and develop
confidence in his/her ability to participate in a wide range of acLivitie-s
while .learning to live in harmony with others.
Summer camps for diabetic children exist throughout the United States
(Appendices F and C).  Each camp has its own unique program which
allows diabetic children to live w■th other diab tic and nondiabetic
children.  This liv■ng arrangement helPs diabetics to manage the■r own
、|=:fFtご
.11lsea]「
[alltie]inilil:ili:i[ldlilhill::II::|,1::ininil[::ed activity・  A
var■ed ,portS anl fi'neSS prO阜1,T,'al be adapted to meed the unique needs r
,         1
of each camper.  This pro8ram w■1l be based on the campls,philosciphy.
It should be an enjoyable learn■ng exper■ence mon■t ed by the camp staff
to prov■de safe and benefic■al participation for each camper.
Although much has been wr■tten on the ■mpo tance of exerc■ se ■n the
control of juvenile diabetes, this information has not been gatherёd ro
its many sources (hospitals, clinics, camps, etc。)nor summarized o as to
prov■de practical gu■de ines to a camp activ■ty director ■n Plann■g
and implemeniLing a V■able activ■ty program for the juven■le diabetic.  This
project was undertaken because:
1. A need exists to collect. information on the role. of exercise in
controlling the blood glucose level of juvenile diabetics.
2. A need exists to develop information sources on the role of
exercise programs in controlling the blood glucose level in the camp
seELing.
3. A need exisEs to specify practical applications of the principles
of blood glucose control through exercise in the camp setting.
4. A need exisEs for creative programs which will enhance the quality
of life for the juvenile diabetic since there is no cure for juvenile
diabetes at present.
5Purpose of the Project
The purpose of thib project was to collect informaEion about camping
programs available in the United States for diabetic children.
Specifically, informaEion was sought about methods emptroyed in the control
of blood sugar level and the types of exercise programs provided. This
information was collected by means of a questionnaire sent Eo the directors
of. 47 residential camps for diabetics during the fall of 1982. The
quest'ionnaire requested informat.ion concerning t.he campts background, its
methods of diabetic control, and-the t!,pes and the extent of exercise and
fitness programs it used to aid in controlling blood sugar level. Data
collected were analyzed and used as a'basis for developiiig guidelines and
suggested activities for a sports and exercise program which could be
implemented'in summer camps for juvenile diabetics.
Definition of Terms
The following term-s are defined to facilitate an understanding of this
project.
1. Diabetes Mellitus is a chr'onic, systemic, metabolic disease of
pancreatic origin. It is characterized by the inability of the body to
metabolize'Larbohydrate, f,at, and protein. Diab-etes affects the structure
.,r-', :,-,:5nd ;fun'ition d'f 'bIbod'vess6ls due to insuf ficient or ineffective amounts
t - ' t 't 
L
; of insulin. q The. twotmajor !ype'-s-of diab-etes are mature-onset diabeEes and
.; .juvenile-onset diabetes (Midaen, 1982 ) .
;
2.- I'{a'!q1e-0nset Di'abetes is a type of diabetes in which the individual
usually produces sorre insilin and has milder symptoms. Often this type of
diabetes can be controlled by dietary restrictions alone (Kral1 , Lg78).
3. Juvenile-0nset Diabetes is a type of diabetes in which the
individual requires daily insulin injections to metabblize food. This
/
type of
age of
4.
elevat.ed
5.
below 50
diabetes is often hereditary, and onset usually occurs before the
20 (Cantu, 1982)
Hvperplvcemia is the condition E.hat resulEs when blood sugars are
above 150 mg percent
Hvpoglvcemia is the condiEion that results when blood sugars are'
mg percent.
6。  Blood Glucose is the sugar in the blood.  The nOndiabetic's sugar
leve1 remains approximaEely between 50-150 mg percent. A blood glucose
1evel of above 150 mg percent is symptomatic of diabetes (Krall, 1978).
7.  Insulin is a hormone produced in the pancreas used to metabolize
carbohydraEes, the basic sources of energy (Juvenile Diabetes Foundation
International, 1982).
8. Ketoacidosis is a serious condition resulting from excessive ketone
build-up in the bloodstream most often due to insulin deficiency or
inadequate food intake (Kozak , 1977).
9. Blood Glucose MoniEoring is a highly accurate system of measuring
blood sugar ].eveI (.Iuvenile Diabetes International, 1982)
10。 Urine Test is a measurement of glucose leve1 in. the urine.
11. Insulin Reaction is a 1ow blood glucose level caused by too much
insulin, too much exercise, too few calories, or some combination of these
factors (Madden, 1982).
12.  Diabetic Shock is the
weakness, di-zziness, headaches,
pulse.
13.  Diet is a
which will enable a
energy needs (Krざ11
symptoms of an insulin reaction including
irritable behavior, sweating, and/or fast
combination of nutrキキiOus foods from all food 8roups
diabetic to use these‐foods ffectively to meet
,.1978)。     ‐
,\
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14. Fitness ProRram is exercise obtained through sports, active games,
and calisthenics to promote and maintain good phisical dnd mental health.
Statement of the Problem
In this project the following quesEions were researched to aid in the
detelopment of guidelines for an exe.rcise and sports prograin to help in
the prevention and lowering of elevat.ed blood sugars in diabetic children
while attending summer camp.
1. Is exercise an accepted effective means to help control diabetes?
2. Do specialized fitness programs exist in summet' camping programs
for diabetic children?
3. Whdt are Ehe effects bf exercise on diabetes?
4. How do camping programs provide a healthy experience for diabetic
children?
Summarv
Ten million people in the United StaEes have the disease diabetes,
which results from the inafility of the body to produce sufficient effective
insulin. Juvenile diabetes, a lsevere and often debilitdting form of the
di-sease, is commonly contracted before Ehe age of. 20. Sinc" in this
type of diabetes the body does not. produce effective insulin independently,
it is necessary to.maintain the diabetic individualrs blood glucose 1evel
Ehrough insulin injections, diet control, and a planned exercise program.
The residential camp setting has been shown to be a positive environ-
ment for the child with juvenile diabetes to learn to deal with his/her
special needs, including education on insulin and diet and the development
of a positive and productive exercise program. The purpose of this project
was t.o determine how exercise programs can be most beneficial to the
tt!1juvenile. dizibetic 
r.nrtrl in the'.camp. sedt'ing.
'1.t-
Chapter 2
REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE
A search of the literature revealed [hat many articles, Pamphlets,
and books have been wr■tten o juven■le'diabetes.  Although extens■ve
research and study has been done on juven■le・diabeteS, nO real cause or
cure has been determ■ned.  The major■ty of the literature discusses
controlling the symptoms of juvenile diabetes rather thOn providing
spec■fic ■nformation on poss■ble causes and cures.
The purpose Of this project Was to gather ■nformation abou  ma■nta■n■ng
and lower■ng blood sugars ■n diabetic children as they attend summer camp.
With this ■nformation, gu■delines and su88ested activ■tids for an exerc■se
and sports program for diabetic children at camp were developed.
['      The Feviewl of literature・fσri tiig iivё■t gation focuses on:
'(a)‐backgrounl iFforhation on juven■le(diabet●s,(b)effects of exercise
on jivenile diabetics,(C)Camp■n3 programs for diabetic children, hnd
(d)summary.
BaCkLround lnformation on 」uven■le Diabetes
DiabeteS Mellitus and its complications are the third leading cause
of death in the Un■ted States today.  Currently, there are more than
10 m■1lion 、diabetゴこs ■n the Un■ted States, and the number of diabetics ■s
expected tO exceed 20 m■1lion by the 19901s.  This would mean that one out
OF every five persons would be diabetic.  An estimated 5 billion dollars a
year is spent on research, products needed for its control, and related
complications from the disease (Cantu, 1982).
Although there is no cure for diabetes, it has become controllable
9since the initial research of Charles Besr 'and Dr. Frederick Banting in 1921.
Before these two men began their research project to a"r.top the concept
of insulin injections, the disease was fata1. Best and Banting took minced
and purified islet tissues from animals and injected this material into
other animal-s with diabetes, which resulted in a fowered blood sugar level.
Since Best and Bantingrs treaEment was not successful for all diabetic
states, revisions and improvements were made based on their original
discovery to help blood sugar control (Kra1l, 1978). Banting and Bestrs
discovery of the benefits of intermittent administration of insulin
provided many juvenile diabetics rvith a means to control their blood glucose
leve1. Further investigations by Argentine scientisE Bernado Houssay and
American scientists l^li1liam Long and Francis Lukens demonstrated that diet
as well as insulin affects diabetes control. Diet could cause metabolic
disturbances of the diabetic state (Boshe1l , l97l). 0ra1 agents to lower
blood glucose level were introduced in the l94}'s and 1950's but proved
effective-only for adult-onset diabetics. Juvenile diabetics are still
dependent on injections of insulin. Despite continuing research on oral
agents and insulin therapy, some juvenile diabetics are +-still confronted
with problems in maintaining a stable glucose level. A controlled blood
glucose level i-s dependenE on many factors other than insulin.
Juvenile diabetes, also termed Type I or insulin-dependenE diabetes,
is characterized by an individualrs inability to produce enough insulin,
I :. ! 
, 
- 
+ . ',
-if any at"a11,rto, maintain health-and'sustain life (Juvenile Diabetes
"1Forindation International , Ig82). Infulin, a hormone produced in the
pancreas, -is responsible,for-metabolizing carbohydratel ana allowing
glucose to enter ce1ls so that 
"il".gy can be produced. Due to the lack of
insulin production in juvenile diabetics, glucose is not processed properly
10
and remains in the blood, resulting in a condition of hyperglycemia. The
juvenile diabetic must take daily injections to process glucose (Kral1,
1978). Because the pancreas cannot recover its ability to produce insulin,
daily injections must continue indefinitely.
The faulty mechanism of insulin production is within the pancreas.
A definite cause of this deficiency remains to be established. Krall (1978)
stated that the disease may be highly related Eo specific gene factors
that are hereditary. The Mendelian recessive gene, a diabetic trait coming
through both sides of the family, provides a greater chance of diabetic
onset (Kozak , 1977). Kozak (1977) furEher suggested that onset is
transmitted by many genes and factors instead of a single recessive trait. '
Madden (1982) offered a theory involving,antigens. fnsulin itself can be
antigenic because it may sEimulate the formation and release of antibodies,
which in turn make the insulin much less effective. Since the cause and
probability of juvenile diabetes development are only theoreEical, the
signs and symptoms of diabeteis Ehat appear are more significant to an
individual as a possible indication of diabetes.
The symptoms of juvenile diabetes at its onset are usually dramatic.
The most common symptoms at onset include an unusual thirst and hunger
combined with frequenE urination in large amounts and loss of weight for
no apparent reason (Krall, 1978). Other symptoms may include feeling w'eak,
drowsy, and tired; undergoing a sudden vision change; exileriencing itching
of the genitals and skin; and contracting infections. Individuals may
shorv some or all of these symptoms and in varying degrees. Individuals
experiencing these symptoms shouid consult a physician and receive a
glucose tolerance test, which will indicate if there are abnormal amounts
of glucose in the b1ood. If the presence of high amounts of glucose is
¬
|
|
jt
ill:`:
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indicated, the individual will then experience four progressive stages of
the disease and evenEually become dependent on daily injections of insulin
(Kral1, 1978) .
Although.reseia'rch has yet to discover a cure for diabetes, many
improvements toward better control have been developed. IE has been
suggested that stabilizing the blood sugar over long periods of time can
prevent the complications that diabetics face after decades of fluctuating
glucose leve1s. Researchers have not been able to prove, however, that
long-term stabilized blood sugars. will prevent future complications.
Sti1l, researchers all over the world continue to search for better means
of treatment and control of diabetes (Juvenile DiabeEes -Foundation
International, 1982).
Some recent developments for better diabetes control include the
■nsulin pump, human ■nsulin ■njections, artific■al pancreas, and beta― cell
transportatiQn.  Rёsearchers are seeking more ■nformation about the
■dentification of v■ral causes of diabetes, tissues, and exchange programs.
A device that is becoming mOre common is the insulin pump.  The
A■nsulin pump.■s structured to dellyer o prcrprOgrammed flow of insulin to
the dibbetic. rrie insulin is_ittfused st℃adily at a 10w,ra e between meals
and at a higher rate before mealS.  The pump has been very successful in
stabilizing blood‐さugars fOi ごome diabetics (Ta浦bOrlane, 1981).  Researchers
hope that in time a small enough insulin pump w■1l be developed so that it
can be ■mplanted under the skin.
Another poss■bility for better control is the transportation of
healthy beta cells of an animal or human into a diabetic through a single
injectiono  This experiment has been successful with rats, and it is hoped
that it will progress tO the point where humans can receive these beta cells
12
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An articifical pancreas is another hoped-for development. The
artificial jrancreas would be similar to the i,nsulin pump'in that it would
release insulin into the body. The blood sugar would be monitored, and
insulin would be released as the body requires it (Juvenile Diabetes
F5undation International , L982).
Experiments continue with the hormone sotmatosEatin'. This hormone
may help prevent eye and kidney complications as well as heart disease.
The possibility of a fu11 transplant of a healthy pancreas from a healthy
human to a diabetic still exists. This transplant, like most transplants,
involved the problem of the bodyrs rejection of a foreign body.
Presently, the best means of control fOr juven■le diabetes ■s throu8h
a triangttlar balance between ingulin, ,diet, and exercise (」uvenile Diabetes
FoundatiOn lnternational, 1982).  Regulating the dosage of insulin is an
■mportant element in a diabetic's feelin8 0f Well―be■ngo  Th  type o
■nsulin plus the frequency of injections differ fOr eacr indiv.dual and
w■1l change depending upon an ■ndiv■dual's lifestyleo  Such var■ations
might include amount of activ■ty, calor■  ■ntake, and other conditions such
as a cold,.flu, iljIIj1 0r any・■lllie,s.ゝ:'り9・Fype Of insulin――e■ther
rapid, intermealatき, 。r long acting――deごёrm■nes .ts effectiveness for
var■ous per■ods Ofltime.  Thё■｀nsulin juven■le diabetics requ■re■s
,   ,       ら        _
adm■n■stered. under the・skin so ■t can_be directly absorbed into the
bloodstream.  Insulin taken orally is not effective for juven■e diabe ics
because their body's digestive juices destroy the insulin (」 uvenile
Diabetes Foundation lnternational, 1982).  The dOSage and type of insulin
required by an individual are determined by keeping a record of the
■ndiv■dualPs blood 81ucose level.
F
13
The second aspect of the triangular balance is diet. General
principles of good diet that apply to all healthy individuals will apply
to the diabetic with some adaptations. A diet should be planned to
promote a normal rate of growth with enough calories to cover energy
expenditure. Food intake should be balanced with the daily aCtivity
expected. Meals and snacks are spaced throughout the day so that
sufficient nutrition is provided during active hours, thereby alleviating
the problem of hypoglycemia (Jirvenile Diabetes Foundatioir International,
. I9B2). Balanced meals and snacks are important in the s'econd aspect of
the triangular balance of diabetes control.
The third aspect in maintaining control of diabetes is exercise.
Exercise as a means of control is reviewed in the following secEion of
this chapter. 
,.
Effects of Exercise on Juvenile Diabetics
A significantly elevated blood glucose 1evel i-s common among juvenile
diabetics. Faulty pancreas functioning causes the blood glucose leve1 to
fluctuate to extremes unless careful regulation is present. Juvenile
diabetics depend on daily insulin injections, proper diet, and planned
exercise to regulate their blood sugar 1eve1 (Cunningham, 1975).
Exercise plays a major role in the control of diabetes. Many
researchers have asserted that exercise is a major componenE in a total
diabetes management program. Becton-Dickinson (1980) stated that people
with insulin-dependent diabeEes can experience lower levels of blood
sugar when they exercise. Koivisto and Sherwin (L979) reported that
exercise will produce a drop in blood glucose 1eve1s when juvenile
diabetics' blood glucose levels are adequately controlled. The American
Medical Association'(1980) reported.scientific studies that showed exercise
L4
to result in a five- to eight-fold increase in the uptake of glucose in
muscles which reduces the amount of sugar in the blood. ltlhitehouse (1978)
stated:
Exercise affects blood glucose levels in a number of ways. Lr/hen
a person starts to actively exercise, the muscle consumption of
the sugar needed for fuel increases by a factor of anywhere
from 7 to 30 times the amount used at rest. This directly
benefits the diabetic by burning off excess sugar. (p. L4)
Thus, a dramatic drop in insulin requirements may be a result of an active
lifestyle.
Sanders (L964) studied the effects of glucose utilization in
hyperglycemic nondiabetic and diabetic humans. The study involved a group
of diabetics who had been given no exogenous insulin for 24 hours and a
group of nondiabetics who were given a glucose infusion. The nondiabetic
group exercised on a bicycle ergometer at. an unstated workload for 45 to
70 minutes. The arterial-venous glucose differences on working muscle
groups were measured in diabetics and nondiabetics. A decreased glucose
1evel was shown in both groups. In addition to the decrease in venous
glucose in working muscles after exercise, blood ketones may decrease also
(Engerbretson, 1970). A study completed by Hertzel and Long (Engerbretson,
1970) with diabetics also showed a decreased amount of glucose and blood
ketones after exercisei as long as insulin was present. Mann (1955) also
suggested that exercise can promote the reduction of lipids in the b1ood.
Engerbretson (1970) stated that an elevation of lipoproteins in the blood
may be related to hyperglycemia. Although it has been suggested lhat
exercise can lower ketones and lipoproteins in the b1ood, no studies have
fu1ly substantiated this concept.
i.
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0ther benefits of exercise to the 」uv nile diabetic include we■8ht
loss, 10wer levels of fat in the blood, and a guard aga■nst arter■oscleros■s
and other coronary pFoblems (BectOn & DickinsOn, 1970).  Krall (1978)
stated that exerc■se k eps the body in tone and improves nearly all bodily
functions.
The response to exerc■se, however, differs fOr everyσn . Factors of
age, sex, health, nutr■tion sta us,′emotions, fitness, and conditiOn■ngヽ
w■1l influence the reponse to exerc■se.  Overall, a longer and healthier
life is promoted through exercise (American Medical Association, 1980).
In order for exercise to be beneficial tO the juvenile diabetic, a
800d COntrol of the blood sugar must first be present (Madden, 1982)。 A
stable blood・31ucose concentration and the presence of insulin are
prerequ■s■tes to a benefic■al xerc■se program.  Issekotz, Miller, and
Rodahl (Engerbretson, 1970)studied the effects on normal and
pancreatectom■zed dogs rece■v■ng no ■nsulin for 48 hours w■th 35 m■nutes
of exerc■se on a treadm■11.  Results showed that the blood 81ucose leve1 0f
normal dogs rose slightly immediately after exericse and returned to normal
qu■ckly.  The blood 81ucose of the diabetic dogs, however, rose higher and
continued to rise for a longer period of time than that of normal dogs.
The researchers su88ested that the ■ncrease ■n the diabetic dogs' blood
■、_ lu19,e cOncentration after exer,i. erWas due to the lack of insulin.  The
ニ
inCreased～cざ1lЧlar dbma■d fOr 81ЧどOξぎ[いもr・ng activ.ty was not met by the
cellular transport of 81ucose across the cell membrane of the muscleざ
Intracellular carbOhydrate starvation occurred, and an ■ncrease ■n the
hepatic output of 81ucose and a decreased insulin inhibition caused an
increased blood 81ucose concentration.  Thus, exercise was not beneficial
to the diabetic without the presence of・insulino  This suggests that
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muscular exercise is beneficial when there is a presence of insulin and
when a stable blood glucose concentration exists. A study by Hetze1 and
Long (Engerbertson, 1970) indicaied that when no insuliri was administered
or the blood glucose level was greater than 300-400 mg Z, exercise
produced an .increase in blood glucose. When insulin was administered or
an initial concentration of 175-300 ng % existed, exercise produced no
change or there was a decrease in blood glucose concentration.
Exerc■se has a phys■olo8iC effect on the diabetic, but why it does
has yet to be clearly definedo  Several theories, however, dO exist as to
why exercise lowers blood sugaro  Whitehouse (1978)propOSed that the
biologic effect of insulin ■s auttmented by exerc■se, and substances that
develop from the exerc■s■ng muscle c■ulate ■n the blood and may accelerate
the entrance of sugar into muscle cellso  Another theory propoSざd by
Whitehouse (1978)is that exercise allows new blood vessel channels to
open up w■thin the muscles so that the same amount of insulin reaches more
areas than in a resting state.  Koivisto and Sherwin (1979)alsO Stated
that the mechan■sms caus■ng exerc■se to reduce blood glucose have yet to
be establishedo  Ko■v■stO and Sherw■n su88ested an ■ncreased muscle blood
flow, au8mented insulin binding to receptors, and local hypox■c as auses
for glucose uptake.
'    No theory clearly dёfines why,, xercisё helps to lower b100d sugar;
however, it has been‐ldetermi ed thiat'bctivゴty=Wil1 8reatly aid in diabetic
cOntr01.  InSulin―dQPendent diabetics can exper■ence low r levels of blood
sugar when they exerc■s ,  Sin e exerc■se helps t0 1ower the blood sugar,
the diabetic may be able to decrease ■nsulin dosag  ■f participating
re8ularly in activity.  Activity distributed throughout the day is most
beneficial for the diabetic.  Exercise after meals and rest right before
t7
help to control peaks of blood and urine sugars. Immediately after eating,
most diabetics experience a great rise in their blood sugar that might be
controlled by exercise (t'lhitehouse, 1978). Exercise can be a safe
therapeutic Eool for the diabetic (Richter, 1981). In order for exercise
to be beneficial to the diabetic, blood sugar level must first be adequately
controlled. A common obstacle to exercise for a juvenile diabetic is a
condition of low blood sugar or hypoglycemia. Hypoglycemia can be
prevented, however, if special attention is given to the diabeticrs control
of blood sugar. With certain precautions taken, the diabetic should be free
to participate in sport and activity and to use this participation as a
means of control. Summer camps for diabetic children provide a safe
opportunity for juvenile diabetics to be active all day. Benefits of
camping programs for diabetic children are reviewed in the next section of
this chapter.
Camping Programs for Diabetic Children
Many states across the country offer summer camping programs for
diabetic children. These camps provide a place for diabetic children to
run, play, and enjoy nature as well as a place for them to learnr grow,
and develop diabetic self-care skills (Horve, 1982). Since these camps are
specifically for diabetics, the children who attend them can share similar
problems of. diabetic maintenance. Also, meeting others with the same
condition can decrease the possibility that they might consider themselves
abnormal or isolated (Robinson, L977). Robinson (1977) stated:
Diabetes in the community i-s not a common disease. l,tany don't
even know any other diabetic children. They feel they are
abnormal. In/hen they come to camp, however, and see others
testing their-urine and giving themselves insulin, then they
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realize that it is possj-ble to live a..noimal life, in spite of
the disorder. (.p. 50)
Summer camps for diabetic children provide an extremely beneficial
educational experience. Robinson (L977) reported:
Children learn about balancing their diet with insulin injections.
They are taught about the different kinds of insulin available
and their action. Discussions are held informally in small
groups, and they also learn how to recognize and deal with
insulin reactions, as well as the effects of extra exercise
and the importance of taking glucose before this. In most cases
it is education through example, and it appears to have been
very successful. (p. 50)
These educational aspects are incorporated into the daily camp schedule
whenever possible without sacrificing the important social, recreational,
and enjoyable aspects.
Throughout the day many teachable moments may occur when campers will
often learn and retain more than usual (Madden, l9B2). Counselors, nurses,
and other campers will have many opportunities to share problems and
experiences and thereby help rhe diabetic cope with the disease.
Medical supervision plays an important role at camps for diabetics.
Regulating blood sugars under the guidance of physicians, nurses, and
counselors is a feature that camps for diabetics can capitalize on.
Insulin requirements wili usually decrease for the camper due to the
increase in physi.cal activity and improvement of daily maintenance. The
triadlc balance between diet, insulin, and exercise can be kept under
close surveillance so that adjustnents torvard the best control of blood
glucose level can be made.
|~
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Camps for diabetics must adapt to regulations and standards set by
the American Camping Association (ACA). These standards provide sound
guidelines for camping programs'that are ACA accrediced. Some examples of
guidelines relevairt to the camp for diabetics include: (a) screening
campers before and after the sessi'on to check general health and review
medical records, (b) obtaining written information on riiedication and
activity restrictions from each camperts physician, (c) keeping a
counselor-to-camper ratio that will ensure safety, and (d) giving attention
to physical, mental, social, and psychologlcal limitations of individuals
(American Camping Associatlon, 1980). By mbeting standards of the American
Camping Association, programs provide the opportunity for individuals to
develop a fulfilling and productive experibnce in a healthy and safe
outdoor environment.
The experience that a child can get at a summer camp for diabetlcs can
be extremely rewarding. The knowledge and understanding a diabetic camper
encounters within this specialized environment cannot be found'elsewhere.
The 1982 schedule and application from Carnp Ho l'lita Koda included the
following objectives that summarize the value of a campihg experieice:
1. To provide a healthy, happy camping experience for
children.
2. To provide excellent medical supervision. for diabetic
children and to carry out the child's physician-prescribed
proSram.
3.
physic ian
over the
To observe and report, where, indicated, to the camperts
the diLbetes control' and'cither health items observedt t 
'i, i -'{
campirig period. '-t' \i'
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4.  To prOv■de a very complete program of sumler camp
activ■ties, as s■m■lar as poss■ble to usual camp pfograms.
5. To provide a variety of experiences with other diabetic
children which will better enable the diabeti-c child to make a
happy and successful adjdstment to life. (p. a)
Sqmmarv
Until the work of Banting and Best in 192L, juvenile diabetes was a
fatal disease. Through the work of these men and others juvenile diabetes
is now controllab1e. By balancing insulin, diet, and exercise, the
juvenile diabetic can lead a productive and healthier life. Exercise is
the most recent addition to this triad of balance but is. by no means
overlooked in its contribution to stabilizing blood glucose 1eve1.
Juvenile diabetics in good blood glucose control can benefit gredLly from
exercise. Cert-ain precautions must be taken, however, Lo prevent
complications such as hyperglycemia. Carefirl monitoring of blood glucose
regulation provides the diabetic child r.rith a means to develop self-
balance. Summer camps for diabetic children are safe environments in which
children can participate and be active. Medical supervision of diabetes
control is sLressed at summer camps. Juvenj-1e diabetics are urged to
attend a summer camp for the educational experience and fun that are
offered.
r  ・         `   :
Chapter 3
I , . METHODS AND ,PROCEDURES.
The purpose of this project was to gather information about maintaining
and lowering blood stigar'levdls through exercise in diabetic children as
they at.tend summer camp. Specific areas of information gathered included:
(a) background information on juvenile diabetes, (b) camping programs for
diabetic children, (c) effects of exercise on diabetes, and (d) effects of
exercise on blood sugars. With this information, guidelines and suggested
activities for a camp sports and exercise program were presented. This
chapter outlines the methods and procedures used in this project. They are
reported under the following headings: (a) sources of information,
(b) preliminary procedures, (c) development of the questionnaire,
(d) administration of the questionnaire, (c) treatment of the data, ana
(f) summary.
Sources of Information
Sources of information about diabetes were obtained through requests
made Eo organizations across the counEry, (Appendix I). Special assistance
was provided by The American Camping Association and The Joslin Diabetic
Center (Appendix 0). A computer search using the Eric Data Base (L972-
L9BZ) and the Bibliographic Retrieval Services, Inc. were used to locate
literature related to the project. Key words used in the search of the
literature were diabetes, exerci-se, and camping.
Preliminarv Procedures
Camps accredited by The American Camping Association in the Parentrs
limited to thoseGuide to Accredj-ted Camps were located (L915). Camps were
21
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that serve diabetic children in a residential program. Additional cases
were obtained from a list of camps for diabetic children in the Easter
Seal Directorv.of Camps for Persons with SpeCial Health Needs (1975).
A11 camps used in this project met the followin'g criteria: they offered
a camping program for diabetic children, they ruere listed as a residenEial
camp, and "they were accredited by The American Camping Association or =
The Easter Seal Society. The 47 camps which met t,hese criEeria are listed
in Appendix F.
Development of-the Questionnaire
This project involved the collection of data fron 47 chmps located in
the United States. A questionnaire was judged to be the best method of
data collection for this particular project. Tuckman (1978), in his
outline of the uses of questionnaires, suggested that questionnaires to
collect data be used for the following purposes: (a) to'measure what a
person kfiows (knowledge or information), (b) to assess what a person likes
and dislikes (vahies and preferences), (c) to discover what a person thinks
(attitudes and beliefs), and (d) to discover experiences which have taken
place or what is occurring at the present.
Wallace (1954) outlined the advantages of using questionnaires. Five
of the advantages were applicable to this projecE:
1. Questionnaires permit wide coverage with a minimum expense of
money and effort.
2. Questionnaires permit a greater geographic coverage, which may yield
greater validity through more representative samples. '
3.  QuestiOnna■res prov■de complete un■form■ty in the manner ■n which
questions are posed。
4.  Qlestibira.res■g ve:the iresP,・S:lt‐a sense of pr■vacy.
●
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soon as possible. A copy.of thi-s letter is contained in Appendix A.
r - r i ' 
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-. .' A Decembe'r'l; 19'82 deadline for ,the return of the'questionnaire was
..;
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5. Questionnaires lessen the .interviewer effect.
.Whenever possible the questions were designed in adheience to the
criteria of a good questionnaire proposed by Miller Ogit)z
1. It should be as short as possible to ihcrease the piobability.of
return.
2. It should make clear the purpose and value of the questionnaire
to the respondent.
3. It stiould use language geared to the educational 1evel of the
respondent.
4. It should contain questions that are brief, concise, and limited
to a single idea.
5. It should avoid ambiguous words, biased questions, and/or leading
questions.
6. It should start with easy questions.
7. It should contain questions arranged in a logical sequence that is
natural and easy to follow
Adminiqtration of the Questionnaire 
, 
.
The questioniraire was mailed to the winter address tf each camp.
The questionnaire contained instructions for its completion, three sections
of questions about the camprs diabet.es program, and a section to indicate
requested results (Appendix B).
A cover letter addressed to "Camp Directorrt was included. The cover
I
letter explained the purpose and usefulness of the questionnaire and
emphasized the importance of returning it. The respondent was instructed
to return the completed questionnaire'in the enclosed stamped envelope as
|24
set by the ■nvestigator.  A checkliSt of the 47 camps was ma■nta■ned to
chart the status of each questionna■re.
A follow―up letter requesting the questionna■re tO be completed and
retuirned、was then sent to those camps not responding by November l
(AうpendiX C)・ lWhOn necesきaTy, a leminder postcard was sent to those camps
“which did not resp6nd to the follσw―up let er.
After the December l aeadlinet no additional questionna■ res were
included in this project.  Responses from 21 camps were received (44.6%).
Results of the questionnaire were sent to those camps that requested them.
Treatment of the 'Data
Returned questionnaires were reviewed by the investigator. Descriptive
data were used in this project. The following procedures Eo collect and
organize data were used:
1. A questionnaire was developed and sent to camp directors of
selected camps.
2. Responses to items were recorded on data cards; one dat.a card was
used for each camp.
3. DaEa were subrnitted to the Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences (SPSS) CROSSTABS program (Nie, Hu11, Jenkins, Steinbrenner, &
Bent,1975)
4. Chi-square tests of association be'tween variables of interest were
conducted. The leve1 of significance for all tests was established at .05.
Summarv
Information about diabetic control was requested from various
organizations and research centers. To obtain additional information, a
questionnaire was designed and sent to the camp directors of 47 residential
summer camps for diabetic children in the United States.
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Results of the questionnaire were submitted to the SPSS program
CROSSTABS. Chi-square tesEs of associations between variables of interest
were compiled. The level of significance for all tests was established
ar .05.
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Chapter 4
ANALYSIS OF DATA
The purpose of this project was to collect information about
ma'intaini-ng and lowering blood sugar levels in diabetic children through
exercise. This project ua's limited to the data collected through one
survey questionnaire mailed to selecEed camps in the United SEates and
literature derived from various sources. The questionnaire was divided
into three secEions. Section I requeste'd data on the background of the
camp. Section II requesEed specific information on the camp6t procedures
and methods of controlling diabetic symptofrrs. Frequencies of high blood
sugars and means to lower these elevated sugars were of specific inEereSt.
In the firial sect.ion, data referring to exercj-se programs were requested.
Information abouE exercise as a goal, cornponents of exercise, and fitness
Lrails were'specific items'included in Ehis section.
This chapter presents an analysis of the daEa obtained from the
questionnaire. Descriptive data were used in this project. Chi-square
tests of association were used to determirie relationshiils between seleited
variables. Frequencies and percentages were computer tabulated for each
of che closed questions. Responses to open-ended questions were reviewed
and taken into c<insideration when developing the guidelines for the sports
program. The fihdings are reported under the following'headings:
(a) de-scriptive data, (b) Chi-square tests of association, and (c) summary.
Descriptive Data
Frequencv of ResDonse
Questionnui.l= were returned' by 2l of. the 47 selected camps surveyed.
26
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This represented a 44.7% rate of return. Unreturned questionnaires were a
result of incorrect mailj-ng addresses, no forwarding addresses available,
camp no longer in existance, retired camp directors, or other reasons not
apparent -to the investigator.
The frequency of response of camps by state is preserited in Table 1.
The riumber of camps for diabetic children surveyed per sEAte rang6d fiom
on'e to six. Camps for diabetics were located in 26 states and appear to
be widely di.stributed throughout the country. A map indicating the
locaEion of each camp can be found in Appendix G. The addresses of the 47
camps'are reporEed ih APPendix F.
Spon-sgring Agencv
The types of sponsoring agencies (pubfic or privaEe) for the camps'are
presented in Table 2. The largest group of camps (487.) received funding
from both public and private sources. Private funding was a'source of
income f.or 38% of the camps, with t.he remaining camps being publically
funded.
Position of Respondent
The cover letters and questionnaires were addressed'to "Camp Directorrl
for each of the 47 camps. The position of the respondent to the
quesLionnaire is reported in Table 3. 0f the 21 respondents, the most
frbquent respondents were camp directors (52i1) and executive directors
(L3iL),. Medical directors (LO7"), head nurses (102), program directors (57"),
divisional secretaries (52), and camp administrators (5%) also responded
to the questionnaire.
Chi-Square Tests of Association
Specific data taken from the three sections of the questionnaire were
entered into an SPSS computer program for cross-tabulation and Chi-square
ご ,11
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Response Frequencya of
Table 1
Camps for Diabetics by State
State
Nurfrber Surveyed by State
(n = 47)
Respondents per State
(n = 21)
?
ャ
ィー
?
?
?
???
?
??
????
??
?
???
??
、
?
?
?
Alabama
+Arizona
r Califcirnia
* Coloiado
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Mississippi
Missouri
Nebraska
New Jersey
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
0hio
0klahoma
Pennsylvania
0
1
2
0
1
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Table I (continued)
Number Surveyed by State Respondents per State
State (n=47) (n=21)
Texas 1 0
Virginia 2 |
Washington 2 2
West Virginia 1 0
Wisconsin 2 I
uTh" 
,e"poris'e iate ,was.'44.72.
.I i
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Sponsor■ng A8ёnc■es of'Camps for Diabetic Children
Respondents
Sponsor
Frequgncy Relative Frequency
Public
Pr■vate
Other
??????
????
?
?
??
?
??
??
?
alncludes camps sponsored by both public and pr■vate funds.
Table
Position' of Reipondent to Qirestionnaire
i\
,.
t
*'I
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??
?
Potition of . Respondent Frequency Relative Frequency
Camp director
Executive director
Medical director
Head nurse
Program director
Divisional secretary
Camp administrator
11
3
2
2
1
1
1
522'
137"
L07"
l07"
57"
57"
s7
!'i
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tests of association (Nie, Hull, Jenkins, SEeinbrenner, & Bent, 1975).
Due to the small number of cases (21 returned questionnaires), many cell
frequencies were smaller than the recommended minimum, which may yield
rquesEionable results. A small percentage of the cross-Eabulations yielded
chi-square values that were significant aE the .05 leve1. These significant
cross-tabulations are shown in TableS 3-6. The results of all cross-
tabulations were considered when constructing the guidelines for an
exercise and sports program for diabetic children aEtending summer camp.
. 
Daily Exercise Goal by Camp Season
. Table '4 indicates the cross-tabulation of responses- bbEween exercise
. 
as a daily goal and the season of the camp program. Most camp programs
aie'con'ducted during ,the suminer mbnttis. Exercise as a daily goal was
included by 16 oi an" 17 camps. These dhta appear Eo indicate that exercise
o " 
6 is an integral part of a camp program for diabetic children.
D.itv f-ercise Coa
Table 5 indicates the cross-tabulation of responses between exerci-se
as-a daily goal and sex of the campers. The majority of''the camps'(76%)
respbnding indicated that their programs were co-educational and included
exercise as a daily goal. All but two of the camps included .exercise as a
daily 'goal, thereby i-ndicating that exercise was an integral parL of the
_ 
'iamp program', regardless of whether the campers were boys or girls. In
ihe one camp for girls only, exercise was a goal but not on a daily basis.,
Camp Funding bv Elevated Blood Sugar Three or More Times a Dav
Table 6 indicates the cross-tabulation of responses between camp
funding and elevated blood sugar three or more times a day. Most camps
were funded privately and publically and approximately 0-25% of campers had
elevated blood sugars three or more times a day. These data appear to
―
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Table 4
Chi-squarea of Daily Exercise Goal by Camp Season
Camp Season
Daily Exercise Goal Summer otheib Total
Yes
No
Other
Totald
93。3%
6.7Z
O。0%
100.0%
(15)
50。0%
0。0%
50。0%
100.0%
(2)
88.2%
5。9%
5。9%
100.0%
(17)
ux2(2)=B.oo,p<.05.
b_"Includes seasons other than summer.
! a 
.. " 
clncludes such. things as ttExercise is | .Boal" but not on an everyciay
r basis
A
'Numbers in parenthesis are total number of respondents for each
column.
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Chi-Squarea of
Table. 5
Daily Exercise Goal by Sex of Campers
,   マ       .‐Cirls OtherbTotal?
?????
??
，
?
??
ぜ
Exerclse Colai
Y+
oBoys i, Bbys and Girls
Yes'-
No
otherc
Totald
OZ:
0%
100%
100%
(1)
80Z
20%
OZ
100Z
(13)
100%
0%
0%
100%
(3)
88.2Zi
5。9%
5。9%
100。0%
(、17)
0%
OZ
O%
OZ
(0)
u*' (2) = L7.26, p- < .05.
blncludes separate boyst and girls' session
clncludes thing'-s such-as exercise is a goal
dNui,b"r" in parentheses are total number of
within one seasoh.
but not on a daily basis.
respondents for each column.
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Table 6
Chi-Squarea of Camp Funding by Elevated Blood Sugar
,!1, 
, t
"'i i,X-''' ' {uThr.eor'Mofd'pTimeq,aDay
. i_". ,' r'l t ! , i <',-i i'.
* 
*''Ll t
′゛ ・「,            、   1         ‐ 、  Funding
,                          ・   き
High Blood Sugar        Public        Private        Otherb         Totals
0-25%
26-50%
TotalC
100。0% 0。0%         75。0%          61.5%
0。0%         100。 0%         25。0%       38.5%
100。0%         100。 0%        100。0%   100。0%
(2) (3) (8) (13)
u*2 (z) = 6.66-, p < .05
blncludes camps.both publically and privately fundei.
cNumbers in parehtheses are total number of respondents for each
column.
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Table 7
Chi-Squarea of, Daily Exercise GoaI by Fitness Trail Feasibility
Trail Feasibility
Da■ly Exerc■se Goal
NoYes Otherb TOtals
Yes
No
TotalC
76.9%
23.1%
100.0%
(0)
10%
0%
0%
(0)
0%
100Z
100%
(1)
71.4%
28.6%
100。0%
(14)
u*2(2)=L4.0,!<.05.
boah". includes irot sure trail
cNumbers in parentheses are the
column.
setting.
respondents -for each
will fit in camp
toEal number of
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indicate that elevated blood sugars result regardless of camp funding.
Dailv Exercise Goal bv Fitness Trail Feasibilitv
Table 7 indicates the cross-tabulation of responses between exercise
as a daily goal with the feasibility of a fitness trail in the camp seEting.
The majority of camps ihcluded exercise as a goal and indicated a fitness
trail would be feasible to their camp setting. These data indicate thaE
Ehe use of a fitness trail. could be incorporated into the daily exercise
goa1.
Summary
The purpose of this project was to collect information about
ma■nta■n■ng and lower■ng blood sugar levels ■n diab tic children through
exerc■seo  A questionna■re was ma■led to selected camps for diabetic
children across the Un■ted States.  Results of the questionna■re wer
summar■zed, frequenc■es and percentages were computed, and Chi―square
tests of assoc■ation were performed on selected var■ables.  An analys■ s of
the data indicated that:  (a)camps for diabetics were located throughout
the country,(b)many Of the camps were both privately and publically
funded,(c)most camping programs were conducted in the summer,(d)fitness
…｀ピrails werLヽf asibld in al■6さ:lal  ごdmri SttlJngきi (e)campers had a problem、″r         =        ' 、キ  ,.  :
ヽith elevated b10od・sugars ln'all camps surveyeれ｀,゛ahd (f)in almOst all
campざ. xerc■se'is a da■ly i80al.  Thёbe~data were taken ■nto cons■d ration
when developing the gu■delin s for a sports program and for suggested
activ■ties at camps for diabetic children.
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Chapter 5
GUIDELINES AND SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR A DIABETIC
SPORTS/EXERCISE PROGRAM
Inbulin, diet, and ёttercise form the triad of balahce for the contr01
of b100d sugar leve13 among juven■le diabetics.  Each aspect σf this tr■ad
plays an ■ntegral part in diabetes. cδtttr01 and is dependёnt on the oth9rs
lor .ts さflbctlveness「  Re earch haξヒhdicated that exerc■se w■1l not be
binelic.al unless the diabさtit':‐bl。
=こ
:缶Ёal is under control as a resul`t
of the'correct insulin,_ osa89、and prOper dieto  lnsulinぅ diet, and exerc■se
must wOrk as a team ■n ord r to control diabetic symptoms and to allow a
normal lifestyle for the juvelile diabetic.
There is no exercise program that will be beneficial to all individuals
with juvenile diabetes. A great variation in individualsr insulih dosages,
caloric intake, and detabblism requires an individualized- exercise prograft.
Individuals should adapt their diabetic control to their own personal
experience with exercise in order to achieve the best and safest restilts.
The value of exercis.e is widely accepted, and having to make adaptatibns
should not deter the diabetic from exercising. A regular conditiohing
program should be undertaken and maintained (Cantu , LgBz)..
At summer camps for juvenile diabetics, sports and various physical
activities are an integral p?art of the daily schedule. Que-stionnaire
responses from camps surveyed across the Ufiited States indicated that
almost 9OZ of. the camps included exercise as a dally goal. Guidelines,
which assure safe participation, are importarit in ,the planning of exercise
programs for juvenile diabetics. Through effective use of these guidelines,
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the sports director at a camp for juvenile diaberics can help provide an
active program in which the diabetic camper can successfully and safely
participate.
This'chapter includes suggesEed guidelines and exercise acEivities
for a sporEs director to consider when developing and implementing a
sports/exerbise program foi diabetic chililren at summer camp*. These will
.be.prirsefited undbf tlle Tdlloriihg headihgs:' (a) caloric iritake while
'1 
, ' ' ; * t
. i j"- :,'. i
,active at cafip, (b) iniulin dosage and adminibtraEion, (c) blood and urine
checking, (.d)*_exercise as a daily goal of camp, (e) initiation of a sports
ana exerci-se program, (f) inbulin reactions, (g) fitness trails, and
(h) a calisthenics program.
Although these guidelines and exercise suggestions are based on
information on diabetes and exercise collected from a variety of sources,
they cannot be applied universally due to varying procedu-res and objectives
among camps which serve juvenile diabet.ics
Guidelines for an Exeicise/Sports Program
for Juvenile Diabetics at Camp
Caloric. InEake at Camp
Caloric intake , should be increased before engaging 
-.in strenuous
.phvsical activity. I,lhen the diabetic is in good control, exercise will
lower the blood sugar level. In order to prevent an insul'in reaction, the
juvenile diabetic should eat a snack before participating in exercise.
Snacks should be easily digestible and"should be consumed well ehough in
advance to prevent nausea.
Carbohvdrates should be ingested for short-duration activities; and
carbohydrates are metabolized at a quicker rate tha'n proteins and fats,
they are suggested as snacks before short-duration physic'al activities
rotein and fats should be ingested for prolon activities. Because
デ^∫,・1  ,ギ
f
ず .1
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such as sprinting and jumping to prevent an insulin reaction. Longer-
duration activities such as jogging and distance swimming should be
preceded by a snack containing proteins and/or fats.
Diet should'be planned according.to an in4ividuatrrs needs. The
relative vigor of exercis6 and the individualrs met'abolism may cause some
variation in the caloric expenditure during activity. The diabetic
camperts personal experience with exercise and the control of blood sugar
level must be considered in attempting to balance caloric intake with
caloric expenditure'. Non-strenuous or short-term activities may not
require any attention to caloric intake.
Caloric intake should be increased before exercising in extremelv hot
or cold weather. Camping programs usually occur during the summer when
heat and hum■dity can become ■ntens .  In extremely hot weather the body
burns more 81ucose ■n an effort to ma■nta■n thermostatic regulation.
E｀nergy expenditure increases during ettercise in liot weather: thOrefore,
calor■c ntake should also be ■ncreased tO help prevent a loW 81ucose
level.
Insulin Dosage and、Adm■n■stration,at Camp
,    InieCtiOn´sileL that .will bё4ざkごrCised that day should be avoided.1  '                   7, 7
・ Insulin injectёd intoFthe musale that手■11  be exercisedヽtends to be
absorbed intorthe bloodstream more rap■dly, thereby ■ncr asin8 the chance
Of hyp081ycem■a.  Usng a nonexerc■sed s■te or the abdom■n l area ■s 
800d precaution against an insulin reaction (Cantu, 1982).  For example,
■f a hike ■s planned as a major activ■ty f the day, the camper should
avo■d us■n3 1eg s■tes for the ■njectiOn Of insulin ■f poss■ble.
Two insulin in]ections a Jay ■nstead of one may be necessary ■n the
pamp setting。  ェnstead Of one large and powerful injection a combination
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of short―term and intermediate―term ■nsulin ■njections da■ly is su88ested.
As the short―term insulin activity subsides, the intermediate―term insulin
takes effect.  A smooth and continuous trans■tion of insulin action
develops, which allows ■ndiv■dua  adjustments of dosage to become eas■er.
Insulin dosage should be decreased to meet each indiv■du l's needs.
An ■ncrease ■n activ■ty and ener8y expenditure ■s a commOn exper■ence for
the camper while at summer camp.  A moderately active ddy can yield a 20%,
Or 8reater, reduction ■n ■nsulin dosage for some ■ndiv■duals. Adjustments
■n ■nsulin dosage can be made based on the ■ndiv■dual camper's personal
exper■ence w■th exerc■se.  Insulin dosage should not be decreased SO much
that a high blood sugar level occurs, howevero  A decrease ■n ■nsulin ■n
addition to an ■ncre se ■ ca16r■es ■s su8gested to prevent hypo81ycem■a。
Blood and Ur■ne Checking
Blood suRars should be checked four_ Or_]ore times a day.  The camper
must mon■t r closely his/her 81ucose level while liv■ng in th  camping
env■ronmento  QueStiOnna■re data revealed that 40% 0‐f e camps had campers
checking blood glucose levels four or more times a day, and 35% of the
camps had campers checking blood 81ucose levels at least・two or three
times a day.  Because activ■ty is greatly increased in the camp setting,
the camper must take precautions to prevent hypo81ycem■a.  By checking the
blood glucose level throughout the day, and espec■ally before the exerc■se
period, the camper can alter insulin and food intake (if necessary)to
prevent insulin reactiOns.                  i
lndividuals with high blood sugars K300-400 市8 %)sliOuld nOt exercise.
Studies have shown that exerc■se ■s detr■mental to the diabet■c w■th a
high blood sugar level.  Activity will cause the sugar level to rise even
more.  Control should be attained before a diabetic participates in
strenuous activity. Exercise with blood
175-300 mg % should cause no change or a
Questionnaire data revealed that 667" of
of lowering blood glucose levels.
Insulin React.ions
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glubose concentrations of
decrease in blood sugar leve1.
the camps used bxercise as a means
A sports director should be knowledgeable of svmptoms in all btages.
To a sports director or staff member involved with an activity program,
knowledge of insulin reactions is vital. Since cariipers will experience
a great increase in activity, insulin reactions are not uncommon in the
camp setting. Reactions are most likely to occur before meals and during
or after exerci*se. Being able to re-cognize the symptoms of a reaction is
important because diu'=iron"h t;u relactibn.ls' t.eat"d, tfre gr,eater the
t 
o 
i 
' '*- .'
likelihood that complications can be prevented. A list of the signs and
sympt'oms of insuliii-.."d.tions.is found in Appendix K.
Quick-acting sugars should be available to the sports director at all
times. The sports director or staff mdmber in charge of activity shoulil
have fast-acting sugars readily available. An insulin reaction should be
trelat.ed immediately with orange juice-, mono-gel , or some* type of sugar
substance that will elevate the glucose 1evel. The diabetic child should
rest for app,roximately 15 minutes after a reaction has been treated before
engaging in the activity again.
A glucagon in iection set should be accessible. When a severe
hypoglycemic reaction occurs, it should be treated with a glucagon
injection. Glucagon injected into the buttocks raises the blood sugar
level immediately. The medical staff'should have the glucagon supplies,
and the staff member in charge of the.activity should have access to a
glucagon treatment for a camper.. The staff member or sports director
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should be familiar with the procedure of the 81uca80n treatment.
Exerc■se as a Da■ly Goal of the Cattp
The camper should be prov■de w■th the oppOrtun■ty to exerc■se
strenuously^every day.  QuestiOnna■re data revealed that 88% of the camps
surveyed included exerc■se as a daily 80al.  Exerc■se, diet, and insulin
are ■ntegral parts Of the blood 81ucose level ma■ntenance programs.  These
three ■tems are dependent On each other ■n order t  control symptoms.
Exerc■se must be pre_planned and scheduled.  In ordёr to prov■d  a
safe and sound exercise progran, the sportS director must plan and Or8anize.
If :p°
'S・
blёi activ・ビies_shoull bel,Cheduled in advance and staff members. r         ・
■nformed so that apうropFiate alterat■ons ■n diet and insulin can be made。
The spoftξ・dir9ctCir should incorporate the strength, endurance, and
flex■bility components of exerc■ se ■nto activ■es to promote phys■cal
fitness.
Calisthen■cs should be ■ncorporated into the da■ly sc dule.
Calisthen■cs can and should be an ■nte8ral part of the camping program.  A
morn■g calisthen■cs program ensures the campers of exerc■se each dayo  A
camping program often ■ncludes many sporting activ■ties throughout the day
and even■ng, and campers w■1l be mov■ng a lot more than they are used to
at home or at schOol.  SOreness and muscle fatigue Often result from the
abundance of activ■ty.  Calisthen■c  ■n the morn■ng can help prevent
soreness and injury as well as promotb a phys■ca ly fit bOdy.
nitiatin8 a Sports/Exercise Program
in diabetes before activelv parEicipating in camp activities. Campers
should have a doctorts or a diabotologistts permission.to participate in
strenuous activities. In order to prevent blood glucose 1eve1 complications
Campers should have a complete physical exam a doctor well versed
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and to avoid aggravating already existing health problems' camPers should
have a thorough exam which will indicaEe whether precautions should be
taken. The sports director should not'include individuals who are not
medically cleared to participate.
exercise program. In order for acLive participaLion to promote physical
fitness, the components of muscular strength, cardiovascular endurance,
and flexi-bility must be included. The sports director should plan
activities that ,wi1l develop these components. Emphasis shrould be placed
on cardiovascular conditioning because it is Lhe most bene'ficial type of
exercise for the diabetic. Cardiovascular activities help Eo maintain and
lower blood glucose 1eve1s.
The sports and exercise program should be fun as well as beneficial
for the campers. Exercise by itself can be boring, monotonous, and
uncomfortable. Since an objective of camp is to have fun, the exercise
program should be enjoyable. Creativity in activity selection is essential
for keeping the campers exercising in an enjoyable way. To help develop a
healthy attitude toward exercise, the activity program should include the
opportunity for participation, success, and a feeling of well being. The
camper should leave camp wit.h a desire to continue to be active.
The sports difector must be able to adapF games and activities-to meet
the needs of qhe qampers. The activities planned for the exercise period'
may have to b'e rearranged. at the .lalst. moment to be appropriate for the
campers. It is possible that .u*p"r" will have an insulin reaction during
activities. Intensity Jf f,".a and humidity plus other deather variables
will force some planned outdoor activity indoors. Campers tire more
???
?
、
The components of'physical fitness should be incorporated
easily toward the end of session and may la'ck the energy to participate
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in strenuous activities. .Creativity is 
""".nar", if t.he sports director
is to be able to handle these adaptations successfully.
Suggested Activities for a Sports/Exercise Program
A sports and exercise program t.hat will be effective for all juvenile
diabetics at summer camp does not exist. Continual changes and adaptations
need to be made due to individual variations in diabetes control.
Variations in insulin need, metabolism, and insulin reactions call for an
individuaLi-.zed program. Differences in campsl facilities, equipment,
location, and size also require that adaptations be made to incorporate
certain suggested activities into a specific camp progrdm.
The investigator suggesEs two activities that will be beneficial to
the campers and can be easily incorporated into a diabetes camprs existing
program. Calisthenics and fitness trail activities can provide effective
yet enjoyable forms of exercise. They are inexpensive ways to improve or
add to an already existing sports and exercise program.
Calisthenics Program
Exercise, as an integral part of blood glucose maintenance, is a daily
goal in almost all camps for juvenile diabeEics. The behefits of regular
exercise include the lowering of blood glucose level and a healthier
nervous system, heart, lungs and metabolic system. Calisthenics can help
provide an all-around fitness program through a balance of flexibility,
strength, and cardiovascular exercises.
Flexibility exercises put major joints and. muscles through their
complete range of motion. They help to loosen stiff joints and muscles
and promote ease of movement. Flexibility exercises can be especially
beneficial to the camper who will be experi-encing a great increase in
acti.vity. Flexibility exercises can help prevent soreness and fatigue,
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.which often,r'esult from a-gre'ht ambunt of activity (The Diagram Group , lgTg).
Stiengrh ,exercises give 'mtiscf." 
=n.p" and tone. They help prepare the
body Eo cope with situations that.ull fo. extra effort. A great benefit
of strength exercise is the protection of joints and internal organs from
injury. The chances of prevenEing a twisted ankle or knee injury can be
increased through stre'ngth exerci.ses.
Cardiovascular endurance is basic to good health. Heart and lung
exercises can improve the performance and endurance of the cardiovascular
and respiratory systems. A decrease in blood glucose level can result
from cardiovascular exercises.
A calisthenic program that includes the preceding components can be
of great benefit to the individual who participates regularly. Since a
major goal of camps is to provide an enjoyable, active experience for the
campers, a -formali-zed exercise program (as in calisthenic'-s) may be
discouraged by camp direcLors. However, alLhough calisthenics must remain
structured to stay organized, they can be fun. It is up to the calisthenics 
.
leader to be creaLive and enthusiastic in fr,ont of the campers. 'Done as a
gioup activity in the-morning, calisthenics'-promote the closeness and
bonding of campers and staff. Calisthenics are a good way for a group
effort to be made toward diabetic control. The following suggestions are
offered to the sports director for creating a productive -and worthwhile
calisthenics program:
1. Incorporate the three components of fitness into the calisthenics
program.
2. Exercise as a group.
3. Use a variety of exercises.
4. Acknowledge good efforts made by individuals'.
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5. Be..enthusiastic an$ 
-motivating in front of the campeis.
,lr6. Play musi"c' during exbicisesl.
7. Let a ..r0". lead some exercises.
8. Have intividir2dls introduce and demonstrate ,".iou" exercises from
their own experience.
9. Limit the exercise session to 20 minutes.
Appendix L contains suggestions for additional exercise-s which may be
included in the calisthenics program.
Fitness Trails
A contemporary method of achiev■ng and ma■nta■n■ng physcal fitness
■s through participation ■n f tness tra■ls.  A fitness tra■l can b
descr■bed as an outdoor course designed to help people of var■ed fi ness
levels deve10p and maintain g00d physical condition (Nordstrom, no d。)。
The first trail was designed and built in´Zurich, Switzerland, by the Vita
Lヽife lnsurance cOmpany.  The fitness trail concept was introduced to the
United States by the Zebco DiOision of the Brunswick Corporation.  The
Brunsw■ck Corporation recogn.zed. the effects of 800d physical COndition■ng
on job performance and general outlook on lifeo  Since then, many
■mprovements and var■ations of the fitness tra■l have been established.
Fitness trails address the need for a complbte conditioning program.
A complete conditioning program includes the essential types of exercise:
flexibility, strength, and cardiovascular. Courses vary in length, ,number
of exercise sEations, types of exercise, and degree- of accessibility to
persons'with disabilities. Courses also vary in sophistication from
simple tracks that have signs nailed to trees to complex trails that use
commercial packages.
Fitness trails can be creative and flexible to allow participants to
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exercise in an enjoyable yet beneficial way.  For many people, re8ular
exercise is difficult to begin and continue (Wells Far80, 1982).  ThrOugh
the use of fitness trails, a more exciting type of exercise is offeredo  A
tra■l has a number of stations spaced apart where the participant exerc■ses
before walking, jo88in8, Or runn■ng tO the next one.  Each exerc■se st tion
■solates a spec■fic muscle group, and thrOugh repetitions of exerc■se, a
balance of condition■ng should occur.  The repetitiOns and degree of
=         ifficulty dёpもnd On the.physical,capabilities of the partic■pan .  The
に       ・80al is tO ihcrease´t e number of repetゴtions and/or the degree of
difficulty at each station so that flex■bility, s rength, and cardiovascular
endurance can be increased (Saari, 1981).
Fitness trails may be bought commercially in packages that include
everything from introductory signs to specific exercise eQuipment such as
sit-up benches. Prices range widely according to materials used and the
amount of apparatus included in the set. Specific prices and information
regarding different courses can be obtained by requesting catalogs from
manufacturers (Appendix J). :
A fitness,trail can be very beneficial in a camp setting. Question-
naire data revealed that approximately one third of the camps surveyed
had a fitness trail. Responses indicated that 732 of. the camps surveyed
felt that a fitness trail would be feasible in their settings. It is
especially beneficial to the juvenile diabetic because participation on a
fitness trail is usually strenuous. Parlticipation on a fitness trail
demands energy and thus can yield lower glucose levels. Other benefits of
a fitness trail to a camp include the following:
1. A trail in a natural setting provides vigorous outdoor activity
and shculd not inLerfere witH'the physical setup of the camp.
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2. Exercise on the trail promotes flexibility, strength, and
cardiovascular endurance.
3. Strenuous activity and participation can yield lower glucose
levels for the juvenile diabetic.
4. No extra equipment is necessary.
5.  The tra■l is ava■lable for use any time of the day。
6.  A varying number of campers can participate at once.
7.  Campers compete pr■mar■ly aga■nst themselves rather than aga■nst
others by attemptiitt tO ■ncrease diffidultyFor repetition.
QueStiOnna■re data revealed that 66Z Of the camps surveyed used exerc■se
as a means to loweF b100d sugar.  Particゴpation On a fitiess trail can
provide a more enjoyable means of strenuous activity to lower 81ucose level
than can a str■ct exerc■se such as runn■ng。
Homemade tra■ls are less expens■ ve than commerc■ally―made packages。
Bu■lding a fitness tra■l can prov■de a project for camp staff and campers
to work on together.  Constructing a fitness trail, however depends On a
number of factOrs and requires planning and organization.  The landscape,
■ncluding topo8raphy of s■te, so■l type, and ex■sting vegetation, must be
considered.  Large grass areas are needed for trails that will contain
equipment, and ample space must be available for jo88ing and runningo  ln
areas where a large amount of land is unava■lable, a condensed tra■l may
be constructed (Appendix M)。
Summary
A successful sports/exercise program for juvenile diabetics attending
summer camp depends on a number of factors. The health and the safety of
each camper is the major priority in each camp set[ing. The sports
director should provide a safe sports/exercise program that will be
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enjoyable as well a's beneficial to the camper. Guidelines for a sports/
exercise program were offered by the investigator for the sports director
to follow. These guidelines were .developed from a variety of sources and
-information-gathefed,througl 
: 
,utr.questionnaire that surveyed camps for
juvenile diabetics across.the'country. Calisthenic and fitness trail
activities were suggested as beneficial activities which could be easily
incorporated into the sports/exercise program.
―
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Chapter 6
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
Summarv
This project inVolved the examinEtion of the effects of exercise on
the maiirtaining und ror..ing of blood Sugar levels in juvenile diabetics.
The subjects for this project were residential camps located across the
United States which offered a summer program for diabetic children.
fn,formation related to the causes and treatment of juvenile diabetes
was obtained from a variety of organizations which conduct research on
juvenile diabeEes. A.review of the literature revealed Ehat there is no
present-day cure for juvenile diabetes; however, symptoms can be controlled
through a balance of insulin, diet; and exercise. Exercise is the final
component of chis balance. A stabilized blood sugar leve1 must be attained
if exercise is to be ;beneficial. The literature also indicated that no
definitive reason has.been established as to why exercisd lowers blood
sugar 1eve1s.
In order to gather more specific information on the effect of exercise
on juvenile diabetics in the camp setting, a quesEionnaire was developed
and sent to directors of camps with specific programs for diabetics. It
requested information regarding the background of the caftp, methods of
blood sugar control, and exercise and sports programs offered irE the camp.
Completed and returned questionnaires were computer tabulated and developed
into descriptive data. Data revealed that exerci-se was a goal in almost
all camps and that a majority of the campers had a problem with elevated
blood sugar levels throughout the day. Located throughout the country,
??
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most Of the campih8 proЁrams were conducted dur■ng he summero  With the
data c01lected from the questionna■res and supp rting literature,
8u■delines for an exerc■se and sports program and su8gested activ■ties
were developed which might be utilized by activity directors in plahning
prOgrams fOr juven■le diabetics at summer camps.
conとlus.。ns
The results of this prёject yielded the・fol10w■ng cOnclus■ons:
1.  Altliough it has not もeen determined,why, exercise helps t0 10wer
elevated b10od 81ucose levels.  Exerc■■s th  third cOmpёnent Of the
tr■adic balance of contr01 w■th diet and insulino  Practic■oners and
researchers suggest exerc■se as a peans to holp control blood jugar levels
■n juven■le diabetics.
2.  Exerc■se ■s a da■ly 80al in almost all summer camping programs for
diabetic childreno  A specialized exercisё rogram dOes not exist in all
camps, but da■ly exerc■se ■s prov■ded through a program of planned phys■cal
activ■ties。
3. hlhen a diabetic is in good to moderate control; ,exercise will
lower Ehe blood glucose leve1 and increase the three components of physical
fitness--f1exibi1ity, strength, and endurance.
4. Camping programs provide a healthy experience for diabetic
children. Children are free to exercise and play with their diabetic.and
non-diabetic peers in an organized and safe environment. u
Recommendations for Further SFudy
The following recommendations are made for friture investigation:
1. A study should be undertaken to determine the effect of specific
exercise programs on the amount of insulin required to maintain a stable
blood sugar leve1 in a camp setting.
ロ
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2. A study should be undertaken to determine the effect of a camp
experience on the self-image of a juvenile diabbtic.
3. A study should be underEaken to determine the effects of fitness
trails as an exercisb moEivator in comparison to other eiercise programs.
4. A study should be undertaken to measure the change of attitude
and/or level of understanding about diabeEes as a result of a camping
experience.
Appendェx A
COVER LETTER OF QUEST10NNAIRE
Hill Center
Ithaca College
Ithaca, New York 14850
October 5, 1982
Dear Camp Director:
I am currently a graduate student at lthaca College ■n lthaca, New YOrk,
enrolled in the masteris pro8ram ■n Phys■cal Education.  I am ■nterested
■n c01lecting information on fitness programs for diabetic children
offered by your camp.  Enclosed is a br■ef quest10nna■r  tO collёt
information about how blood sugar levels are lowered through exercise in
children while they are attending summer camp.  Please cOmplete the
questionna■re and return ■t in the enc10sed self―addre sed, stamped
envelope within the next few days.
This questionnaire is being sent to all camps in the United States which
have・bben accredited by the American Camping Association and have indicated
that they have spec■l proЁamS.fOr diabetic children.  Based on the ■nfor―
mation rece■v d, a fitness program w■1l be developed tO a■d in the pre―
vention and lower■n8 0f high blood sugar levels ■n childr n ■n a camp
env■ronment。
;::r 廿:i::: ::。: l:t::lj:itr:::[1118 :hI:ulu[::l:inalr:il: i::[i::]t].
Sincerely,
Joan Groome
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Appendix B
A QUEST10NNAIRE CONCERNINC CAMPINC PROGRAMS FOR DIABETIC CHILDREN
INCLUDING METHODS OF BL00D SUCAR CONTROL
Directions.  Please answer the follow■ng ques ions ab ut your camp.
Check (/)Or Write the appropriate response for each question.  Also, will
you please,attach a brochure of yOur camp?
Io  BACKGROUND INFORMAT10N
1. Name of camp
2. Camp addressi Summer'
t. J r
hlinter + r tI
3.  Pos■tion of person cOmpleting questiOnna■r
4. Facility type 
_day residential _dry and residential
_other (specify)
5.  HOw・is your camp funded?     public     private     other
6. Is your camp only for diabetics? yes no other
7. If answer to #6 is n-o, how many diabetics does ydur camp serve per
year? 
-0-10 
lt-20 2l-40 
-4i-60 
_60 or more
8. l,r/hat time of year do campers attend? summer fall winter
spring
9. What is- the age range of your campers? 
_0-10 years _0-15 years
_0-20 years _0-21+ years
10. How many campers does your camp accommodate? 
_0-30 campers
31-60 campers 
_61-90 campers _90+ campers
11. During a session campers are all girls all boys 
_coed.
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Appendix B (continued)
II.  DIABETIC CONTROL
1. Who plans meals and snacks eaten at camp? camp doctor
_camp dietician _both , other (specify) 
_
2. How many times a d,ay are urine specimens taken? 0 L 2-3
_4+
3. How many times a -day are blood sugar tests generally taken? 
_0
!,,,.t-1 :t-0)r"-i.
' [ 4. What'pet'centage of 'campers'r'un above a 150 mg. blood sugar 0-2
)times a day? 
_0- 25%     26-50%     51-75Z     76_100%
5. l{hat'feicentage of-campers run above a 150 mg. blood sugar 3 or
E
more times a day? 
-0-257" 
26-507" 5l-75% 76-LOO7"
6. How often are high blood sugars (150 mg. +) a result of insufficient
or ■mproper exerc■s ? never seldom sometimes-
frequently always
7. Is exercise a method of lowering high blood sugars (150 mg. +^with
no acetones present) used in your camp? yes l_no
8.  If answer to #7 is yes, how does the camper exercise?  __二 runs, jo8S
swims     does calisthenics     other (specify)
9. If answer to #7 is no, what techniques are used to lower high blood
sugar? increase insulin dosage decrease caloric intake
other (specify)
10。  When do most of the low blood ぶugars ccur?    before breakfast
before lunch     before dinner     other (specify)_____ニ
11。  When do most of the high blood sugars occur?     after breakfast
after lunch     after dinner     other (specify)
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Appendix B (continued)
III. EXERCISE AND FITNESS PROGRAMS
1. Do you have an exercise or fitness program at your camp? 
__yes
_no ,t
2. If answer to #1 is yg!, who is the coordinator? any staff, member
.exercise specialist other (specify)
3. Is exercise a daily goal? yes 
_no
4. Are calisthenics included in the daily schedule? yes no
5. If answer to #4 is yes, list:
time of day calisthenics are held
position of leader of calisthenics
duration of calist.henics
6. If answer to #4 is yes, do calisthenics include any of the following
exercises? 
" 
strength endurance flexibility
other (-specify)
,7. How oftbn is motivating the'camper to exercise a problem?
t
never seldom sorhetimes frequently r always
8. -What motivational methods are most commonly employed in your camp?
9, Does your camp have a f itness trail? yes 
_no
10. ff answer to #9 is g, what type of trail is it?
home―made (# Of Stations ____)    COmmercial (# of Stations
brand name               ____)     Other (specify)
11. Would a fitness trail be feasible in your camp setting? yes
no not sure Comments:
Please give a brief description of your fitness program.
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Appendix B (continued)
Additional comments:
Thank you for your cooperation. If you would like the results of this
questionnaire, include your address below. Please return this question-
naire in the envelope provided by November l.
Appendi文 C
FIRST REMINDER
Hill Center
Ithaca College
Ithaca, New York 14850
November 2, 1982
Dear Camp Director:
Three weeks ago I sent you a questionnaire regarding exercise and fitness
programs for diabetic children as they attend summer camp. I am seeking
information about blood sugars and how they may be controlled through
activi-ty. Information about an exercise and/or sports program offered at
your camp will be a great resource for my project. I have not received
your reply to my questionnaire ,yet and would greatly appreciate it. if you
would take the time to c6mplete it"and return it to me. The development
of this project mbahs a grlat 'deal- rhore'to me than earning credits iowardspartial fulfillment"of my mas'ter's., '[f there are any qirestions about the
questionnaire, please do not hesitate to bring this to my attention.
Thank you for your time and effort.
Sincerely,
」oan■e Croome   l
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Appendix D
THANK YOU FOR REPLY
Hill Center
fthaca College
Ithaca, New York 14850
Dear Camp Director:
I.would just like to take a moment to thank you for your reply to my
questionnaire sent out in 0ctober concerning methods of lowering blood
glucose levels in diabetic children as they attend summer camp. The
information will be programmed into a computer system with the other
replies I have received. The data will prove to be valuable in the
construction of my project. I hope to be able to develop a sports/fitness
prograin that will be fun and, physically'.beneficial for diabetic children
while' they ar'e dt summer caID'. ltlith'your help and from other organizations
across the country, the outlook on my project looks promising. Again, my
thanks to you for taking the time and effort in completing my questionnaire.
If you would like the results of my questionnaire and did not indicate so
before, please feel free to drop me a note including the address to where
you would like them sent.
Sincerely,
Joanie Groome
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Appendix E
DATA REPLY AND THANK YOU
Hill Center
Ithaca College
-Ithaca, New York 14850
January 31, 1983
Dear Camp Director:
In early 0ctober I sent you a questionnaire regarding fitness programs for
diabetic children offered by your camp. f want to thank you once againfor your reply to nly questionnaire. I received a total of. 2L responses
from camps across the counEry. Although'21 is not an enormous turnout.
rate, the responses have been very helpful to me in the planning of a
sports program. I have enclosed a copy of the original'questionnaire with
the results typed into each appropriate line. I hope that these results
prove to be interesting to you. 
.
Through various comments and feedback regarding the questionnaire, I now
realize that some of the questions were difficult to answer and could have
been worded better. One major difficulty seemed to be that the wordsttfitness" and "sports" were not thought to be highly related throughout
this questionnaire. Concbrn was expressed that children need not be
involved in a strict fitness program and rather they should enjoy activity
and sport as others do. I highly agree with this and it is my intention
to develop a program that is fun as well as being fitness oriented.
Again, I thank you for your cooperation in responding anil returning thequestionnaire. If you would like to make any additional comments or
suggestions, please do not hesitate to express them.
Sincerely,
Joanie Groome
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Appendix G
KEY TO RESIDENTIAL DIABETIC CAMPS LOCATED IN THE UNITED STATES
LISTED IN THE EASTER SEAL DIRECTORY (1975)
??
Camp Name
Winnataska
Bearskin Meadow
'3. Chinnok
4. Easter Seal Harmon
5.. YMCA Chief Ouray
6. Sebago
7. llara Barton
1+8. Elliot P. Joslin
9. Hopewell
10. JTI Kana
11. Komanshe
12. NYDA
13. Korelitz
74. Central 0k1a .Christian
15. Firefly
L6. Variety Club
17. Holiday Traks
18. Galahad Inc.
19. Needlepoint
20. Sealth
21. Shady Brook
OR ACA GUIDE (1982)
`          City
Pbl1 City
Kings Canyon
National Park
Lo-s Angeles
Boulder Creek
Grandby
$ebago Lake
North Oxford
Charlton
0xford
l,,liggins
Pleasant Hill
Burlingham
Loveland
Guthrie
Spring Mountain
WorcesteL
Charlottesville
Glen
!
Hudson
Burton
Sedalia
State
Alabama
California
California
California
Colorado
Maine
Massachu-setts
Massachusetts
Mississippi
Mississippi
0hio
New York
0hio
0!clahoma
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Virginia
ldest Virginia
ldisconsin
1,{ashington
Colorado
69
70
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
4L.
42.
43.
44.
45.
Camp Name
Nejeda
Kansas Jaycee
Edi Camp
Camp Whispering Pines
Korelitz
Adasc
California's Camp
Central.0hio
Floyd Rogers
Glyndon
Hertko Hollow
Hidden Valley
Max Strauss
0rkila
Seale Harris
Sioux
Sweeney
Uni-Betic
ldilliam Jordan
Wisconsin Da
Zan|ka
Lake of the ldood-s
Lion's Den
John Warvez
Appendix G (continued)
Cirv
Stillwater
Eldorado
Potosi
Angeles Oaks
Greenville
Loudenvi,1.1e
Omaha i
Reisterfown
Boone
Prescott
Los Angeles
0rcas Island
Citronelle
Arvilla
Gainesville
San Beradino
Richmond
Milwaukee
Toledo
Kansas City
Imperial
Martinsville
State
New Jersey
Kansas
Missouri
Louisiana
0hio
CaliTornia
North Carolina
0hio
Nebraska
Maryland
Iowa
Arizona
California
Washington
Alabama
North Dakota
Texas
California
Virginia
I^iisconsin
0hio
Missouri
Missouri
Indiana
71
Camp Name
46. Ho Mita Koda
47. Sunshine
Appendix G (continued)
Citv
Newbury
i;
l6
?
State
0hio
New Yoik
72
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Appendix H
DATA RESULTS
Total of 21 responses are ■nclud d.
A QUEST10NNAIRE CONCERNINC CAMPINC PROGRAMS FOR DIABETIC CHILDREN
INCLUDING METHODS OF BL00D SUGAR CONTROL
Directions.  Please answer the follow■ng ques ions ab ut your camp.
Check (/)or write the appropriate responSe for each question.  Also, will
you plea‐se attach a brochure of your camp?
I.  BACKGROUND INFORMAT10N
1. Name of camp
2. Camp address: Summer
hlinter
3. Position of person
4. Facility type 
_da
- _other (specify)
completing questionnaire
y  21 residential  ___day and residential
, 
j 'l 5. How is your camp funded? .3 .public 8 private 10 other
6.  Is your camp only for diabetics?  15 yes  ‐ o   1 0ther
7...,. I,f anbwer to #6 is nq, how many diabetics does you camp serve per
:.tlv
year? l-0-10 1 11-20 I 2l-4O I 41-60 t 60 or more
B. hlhat time of year do carirpers attend? 19 summer fa1l 2 winter
sprr-ng
9. $Jhat is the age range of your campers? 
_0-10 years _le 0-15 years
5 0-20 years 
-Q-21+ 
years 4 other age bracket
10. How many campers does your. camp accommodate? 
-O-30 
campers
2 3I-60 campers 5 61-90 campers 
.1,190+ campers
11. During a session campers are 2 all girls all boys 16coed.
3 other
73
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Appendix H'(continued)
DIABETIC CONTROL
1. Who plans meals and snacks eaten at camp? camp doctor
camp dietician 21 both other (specify) more than one person
plans meals
2.
3.
5。
7.
8.
How many times a day are urine specimens taken?
10 4+
3 missing
If answer to #7 is g, how does
swims does calisthenics
the camper exercise?  __二runs,
13 other (specify) combination
5 0     1   6 2-3
お
How many times a day are blood sugar Eests generally taken? 
_2_O
__L_1 7 2-3 J_4+ 1 other 1 missing
hlhat percentage of campers run above 150 mg. blood sugar 0-2
timesaday? L0-257" 926-50Z 25I-752 276-1007" 6missing
UJhat percentage of campers run above 15 mg. blood sugar 3 or
more times a day? I 0-252 5 26-507" 
_51-757. _76-1007"
8 missing
sult of ,n=urrr.r"r,aHow often.are high blood sugars (150 mg. +) a re
or-improper exercise? 2 never 5 seldom 11 sometimes
1 frequently always 2 missing
Is exercise a method of lowerlng high blood sugars (150 mg. + with
no acetones present) used in your camp? 
_12Je" _L no 2 other
6:
jogs
of
manv activities 8 missing
If answer to #7 is no, what
sugar? 6 increase insulin
techniques are used to lower high blood
dosage decrease'caloric intake
on amount of sugar in the blood3 other (specify) depended
9.
12 missing
?
?
?
Appendix H (continued)
10. When do most of the 1ow blood sugars occur? 1 before breakfast - '{
1 before lunch B before-dinner 5 other (specify)
8 missing
11.  When do most of the high blood sugars occur?   l after breakfast
4 after lunch after dinner 8 other (specify)
8 missing
III. EXERCISE AND FITNESS PROGRAMS
1. Do you haVe an exercise or fitness program at your camp? 
_|U""
Z no 4 missing
2. If answer to #1 is yes, who is the coordinator? 2 any'staff member
2 exercise specialist   6 other (specify)
11 missing
3. Is exercise a daily goal? 
_1-U"= I no 4 missing
4.-, Are calisthenics included in the daily schedule? tr yes Ano
2 other 2 missing
5. If answer to #4-is yes, lisc:
time of day calisthenich are held mostlv morni-ng
position of treader of calisthenics
duration of calisthenics approx. 20 mj-nutes
6. If answer to#4 is yes, do calisthenics include any of the following
exercises? strength endurance 3 flexibility
7 other (specify) 13 missing
7. How often is motivat.ing the camper to exercise a problem?
3 never 6 seldom 4 sometimes 1 frequently always
I other 6 missing
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8. lrlhat motivational methods are most commonly employed in your camp?
9. Does your camp have a fitness trail? trJ"= 
_llno 2 missing
10. If answer to #9 is fgr what type of trail is it?
5 home―ade (# Of Stations___)  l Commercial (# of statiOns
brand name ) 
-lother (specify)
14 missing (no trail)
11. Would a fitness trail be feasible in your camp setting? 
_11_y"".
_lno not sure Comments:
1 other 6 missing
Please give a brief description of your fitness program.
:
Additional comments:
a'
Some comments included: design the questions so they are easier to
to understand and answer.
Thank you for your cooperation. If you would like the results of this
questionnaire, include your address below. Please return.this question-
naire in the envelop provided by November 1.
Appendix I
INFORMAT10N ON DIABETESSOURCES OF
American Diabetes Association
600 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10020
Ainerican Diabetes Association
New Jersey Affiliate' Inc.
345 Union Street
Hackensack, NJ 07601
American Diabetes Association
Rochester Regional Affiliate
797 Elmwood Avenue
Rochester, New York 14620
American Camping Association
Bradford Woods
Martinsville, Indiana 46151
American Medical Association
1112 7th Avenue
Monroe, Wisconsin 53566
Canadian Diabetes Association
123 Edward Street, Suite 601
'Tdrohto, Ontario MSG lFZ
CANADA
Centra1 0hio Diabetes Assoc■atiOn
1803 West Fifth Street
Columbus, Ohio  43212
Diabetes‐Aきsoc■at■onof Grdater
Clbveland
2022・Lee R6ad
Cleveland, Ohio44118
Diabetic Coordinator FamilY
Hospital
West tlelIs North 28th Street
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53208
DiabeEes Education Metropolitan
Medical Center, 900 S. 8th Street
Minneapolis, Minnesota'53909
Diabetes Research and Training
Center
Division of Endocrinology and
MeEabolism
University of Alabama HospiEals
and Clinics
1808 7th Avenue
South Birmingham, Alabama 35799
Division of Chronic Disease Coritrol
South Carolina Department of'Health
and Environmental Control
2600 Bul1 SEreet
Columbia, South Carolina 292OI
Joslin Clinic, c/o Paul Madden'
One Joslin Place
Boston, Massachusetts 02215
Jurenik Diabetes Foundation
23 East 26 Street
New York, New York 10010
New England Deaconess Hospital
Diabetes Treatment Unit
185 Pilgrim Road
Boston, Massachusetts O22L5
Order DepartmenE 0P-084
American Medical Association
P.0. Box 821
Monroe, Wisconsin 53566
Recreation for the HandicaPPed
207 Skyline Boulevard
San Francisco, California 99132
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SOURCES OF INFORMAT10N ON FITNESS TRAILS
1. Miracle Recreation Equipment Company
P.O. Box 275
Grinnell, Iowa 50112
2. The Brookings Jogging Exercise Course
Brookings, South Dakota
3. SouEhwood
P.0. Box 240457
Charlotte, North Carolina 28224
4. E. F. Schweitzer Co. Inc.
l22L Lake Avenue
Rochester, New York 14613
5. Mexico Forge
P.0. Box 565
Reedsville, Pennsylvania 17084
6. Hilian CreaEive Playstructured Limited
1750 Courtwood Circle, Suite 109
Ottawa, Oirtario KzC 285
7. Jbff 01son, Inc.
P.0. Box 249, R.D. 2
Marathon, New York 13803
8. P. E. Nordstrom
South Dakot.a State University
Horticulture-Forestry Road
. 
Brookings, South, Dakota 57007
9. l.lells Fargo Bank
P.0. Box 44024
. San Francisco, California 94144
10. Playworld Systems
315 Cherry Street
New Berlin, Pennsylvania 17855
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INSULIN REACT10NS:  SYMPTOMS AND TREATMENT
As a sports director or staff member ■nvolved w■h an activ■ty p ogram,
one should be aware of the symptoms of an ■nsulin reaction and the treat―
ment to counLeracE it. In the 1982 Medichl-Staff Manual, Paul B. Madden
has outlined four st.ages of insulin reaction symptoms and treatment for
them. Although symptoms will differ among individuals, there are basic
signs that can indicate an upcoming insulin reactions. They include the
following:
I. Initial'Symptoms: -occur early in an insulin reaction and may be
difficult to pick up; most helpful to be aware of these symptoms at.
this time Eo quickly counteract the reaction.
a. hungry
b. mood change--irritable
c. not paying attention
d. sil1y behavior
e. not necessarily negative uiine
Treatment 
.is to'tat" quick'sugdr bra1ly such as orange juice. The
reaction should diminish within 5-1b minuEes and if not, then the
'treatment should be repeated.
II. Early Symptoms: hormone released in the body attempting to restore
sugar to normal may cause some of the foflowing symptoms:
a. shaky
b. sweaty
c. pale
d. dizzy
e. nausea, vomiting
79
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f. weakness
g. not necessarilY negative urine
Treatment of these symptoms is taking a concentrated glucose orally
such as reactose or honeY.
III. Intermediate Symptoms: occur as brain and cenLral nervous system
rece■ve ■nadequate su8ar.
ao  confus■on
b.  poor coordination
c.  headache
do  restlessness
eo  double v■s■on
Treatmont is an injection df 81uca80n.  Gluca80n, a hormone like
■nsulin, is ■njected into the buttocks of the diabetico  After the
symptoms start to dim■n■sh, the diabetic should be・fed immediately.
If no response occurs w■thin 15 m■nutes, the medical doctor should be
■nformed.
IV.  Advanced Symptoms:  a severe reaction caused by the bra■n and central
nervous system rece■v■ng inadequate sugar.
a. unconsciousness
b. twitching-
c. convulsions
Treatment is intravenous. Dextrose is injected into the vein after a
..1 ,doctor gives oiders for adminls"tration'(pp. 14-15).
Appendix L
SUGGESTED CALISTHENIC ACTIVITIES
Suggested Calisthenics
Flexibilitv. Stretching exercises can be performed by every camper
regardless of the amount of flexibility he/she has. Stretching feels good
when done correctly and has many health benefits. The following flexibility
routine (Anderson, 1981, pp. 10-13; 102-103) provides an introduction to
stretching as well as specific flexibility exercises.
Note. Excerpted from STRETCHING (c) by Bob and Jean Anderson. $7.95.
Shelter Publication-s, Bolinas, California. Distributed in bookstores by
Random House. Reprinted by permission.
Who Should Stretch
Everlione can learn to stretch, regardless of age or flexibility. You do
not need to"be in top physital condition or have specific athletic skitrls.
Whether you sit at a desk all day, dig ditches, do housework, stand at an
assembly line, drive a truck, or exercise regularly, the same techniques
of stretching app1y. The methods are gentle and easy, conforming to
individual differences in muscle tension and flexibility. So, if you are
healthy, without any specific physical problems, you can learn how to
stretch safely and enjoyably.
Note. If you have,any recent physical problems surgery,
been inactive or
before you start a
?
?
?
?
?
particularly of the jointS -and mus-cles, or if you have
sedentary for some time, please consult your physician
stretching or exercise program.
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l,Jhen to Stretch
Stretching can be done any time you  eel like ■t:  at work, in a car,
wa■ting for a bus, walking down the road, under a n■ce shady tree after
a hike, or at the beacho  Stretch before and after phys■cal activ■y, but
also stretch at var■ous times of the day when you can.  Her are some
examples:
・ In the morn■ng before the start of the day.
O At work to release nervous tens■on.
・ After s■ttin3 0r standing for a long time.
O When you feel ざti f.
O At odd times dur■ng the day, as for ■nstance, "hen watching TV, listen■ng
to mus■c, reading, or s■ tting and talking。
Whv Stretch
Stretching, because it relaxes your'mind and tunes up your body, should be
part of your daily life. You will find that regular stretching will do the
following things:
. Reduce muscle tension and make the body feel more relaxed.
. Help coordination by allowing for freer and easier movement.
. Increase range of motion.
. Prevent injuries such as muscle strains. (A strong, pre-stretched muscle
resists stress betLer than a strbng, unstretched muscle. )
' . Make strenuous activities like running, skiing, tennis, swimming,
cycling easier b".ru"" it p."pu.eb you for attivity; it's a way of
signaling the muscles that they are about to be used.
. Develop body awareness. As you stretch various parts of the body, you
focus on them and get in touch with them. You get to know yourself.
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' Help loosen the mind I s control of the body so ,that the body moves for
"iLs own sake" rather than for competition or ego.
' Promote circulation.
L It feels good.
How to Stretch
Stretching is easy to learn.  But there ■s a ight way andヽa wrong way to
stretch.  The right way is a rclaXed, susta■ ned stretch with yOur attention
focused on the muscles being stretched.  The wrong way (unfortunately
practiced by many peoplё), is tO bOunce up and down, or to stretch to the
po■nt of pa■d:  these methods can actually do more harm than 800d・
If you stretch correctly and regulhily, ypu w■ 1l find that every movement
you make becomes・eas■er.  It w■1l take time to loosen up tight muscles or
muSCle 8roups, but time ■s qu■ckly for80tten when yOu start to fee1 800d・
The Easy Stretch
When you begin a stretch, spend 10-30 seconds ■n the easy stretcho  No
bounc■ng!  Go to the po■nt where you feel a m■ld t ns■on, and relax as.you
hold the stretch.  The feelin8 0f tens■On should subs■e as you 甫old the
pos■tion.  If it does not, ease off slightly and find a degree of tens■on
that is comfortable.  The easy stretch reduces muscular tightness and
readies the tissues for the developmental stretch.
.   .   THe Dさvelopmごntal Stretch     '
●   |
■fler the easy stretch, move slowly ■nto the de■lopmental stretch.  Again,
no bouncirig. Move a fraction of an inch further until you again feel a
mild tension and hold for 10-30 seconds. Be in control. Again, the
tension should diminish; if not, ease off slightly. The developmental
stretch fine-tunes the muscles and increases flexibility.
Appendix L (continued)
Breathing
Your breathing should be slow, rhythmical and-under control. If you are
bending forward to do a stretch, exhale as you bend. forward and Lhen
breathe slowly 'as you hold the stretch. Do not hold your breath while
stretching. If a stretch position inhibits your natural breating pdttern,
then you are obviously not relaxed. Just ease up on the stretch so you
can breathe naturally.
Counting
At first, silently count th'e seconds for each stretch; this witl insure
that you hold the proper tension for a long enough time. After a while,
you will be stretching by the way it feels, without the distraction of
I counEing.
The Stretch Reflex
.Your muscles are protected by a mechanism cal-led the stretch reflex. Any
time you stretch the muscle fibers too far (either by borincing or over-
stretching), a nerve reflex responds by sending a signal to the muscles to
contract; this keeps the muscles from being injured. Therefore, when you
stretch too far, you tighten the very muscles you are trying Eo,stretch!
(You get a similar involuntary muscle reaction when you accidently touch
something hot; before you can think about it, your body quickly moves away
f"rom the hea.t. ) .
{'!. Holiting a streLch as far as you can go or bouncing up and down strains the
muscles and activates the stretch reflex. These harmful methods cause
pain, as well as physical damage due"'to the microscopic tearing of muscle
fibers. This tearing leads to the formation of scar tissue in the muscles,
with a gradual loss of elasticity. The muscles become tight and sore. How
84
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can you get.enthused about daily stretching and exercise when these
potentially injuri-ods methods are used?
Many of us were conditioned in high school to the idea of "no gain without
pain.rr LIe learned to associate pain with physical improvement, and lvere
taught t.hat ". . . the more it hurts, Ehe more you get out of it." But
don't be fooled. Stretching, when done correctly, is not painful. Learn
to pay attention to your body, for pain is an indication that something is
wrong.
The easy and developmental stretches, as described on the previous page do
noE activate the stretch reflex and do not cause pain.
Thi-s Diagram hlil1 Give You an fdea of a "Good Stretch":
A STRETCH
<- AnEasy Stretch * | *The Developmental + I *ADrastic SEretch+Part of Stretching
(hold for 20-
30 seconds)
(hold for 30
seconds or
longer )
(do not stretch in
the drastic
stretch )
The straight line diagram represents the stretch which is possibl-e with your
muscles and their connective tissue. You will find that your flexibility
will ndturally increase when you stretch, first in the easy' then in the
developmental phase. By regularly stretching with comfortable and painless
feelings you will be'able to go beyond your present limits and come closer
to your personal .potential.
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Evervday SIretches
Approximately 10-15 Mlnutes
Use these everyday stretches to fine-tune your muscles. This is a general
routine that emphasizes stretching and relaxing the muscles most frequently
used during the normal day-to-deiy activities.
In the simple tasks of everyday living, we often use our body in strained
or awkward ways, creating stress and tension. A kind of muscular rigor
mortis seLs in. If you can set aside 10-15 minutes every day for stretching,
you will offset this accumulated tension so you can use your body with
greater ease.
20 seconds shoulder blade pinch
2 times
5 seconds each5 timeseach direction
flatten lower back
2 times
5 seconds each
20 seconds
each side
3 times
5 seconds each 20 seconds
each side
2 times
5 seconds each
20 seconds
each 1eg
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Appendj-x L (continued)
10 seconds
each
20 seconds
each 1eg
30 seconds
10 seconds
each arm
10 times
each direction
30 seconds
each leg
*
15 seconds
each leg
20 seconds
each 1eg
30 seconds
each foot
25 seconds
each 1eg 15 seconds
minutes
:~…
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Appendix L (continued)
Stren3th.  Including strength exerc■ses ■n a camp calisthen■cs program
helps to ■ncrease power and give muscle tone.  Stren8th exerc■s s can help
prevent injur■es such as spra■ned or turned ankles.  Exerc■ses for st ength
are most effective when they are high―res■stance and low―repёtition。
Although strength exerc■ses may not affect 81ucose level substantially,
they are a ma」or component df physical fitness that the Juvenile diabetic
should ga■n nd ma■nt n.
There ■ill a great variation in strength ability among the campers,  ・
so exerc■ses must be adaptable to fit the■r・ne ds.  Exerc■ses should be
progressive, and individuals should le able tO start at the appropr■ate
level and igradually improve.  The 1979 Complete Encyclopedia of Exёrcises
(The Diagram Group, 1979)includes pro8ressive levels of pushups, abdOminal
exerc■ses, and leg exerc■ses.  The major muscle groups are exerc■sed at a
progresぎive rate.  It is su88ested that the fol10Wing strength exёrcis s
be incorporated into the calisthenic program.
Note.  Excerpted from The Complёte Encyclopedia of Exercises (c)1979
by the Diagram Groりp.  Paddington Press, New Yorko  Repr■ntedb｀y perm■ss■On。
。 ,t
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Appendix L (continued)
Cardiovascular.. Heart and lung exercises form the basis of good
cardiovascular conditioning. They are especially beneficial to the
diabetic because they help to lower blood glucose 1evel. It is suggested
、・       .that vigbrous movement, which w■1l cause heavy and deep breathing, must
continue for 10■15 m■nutes to be benefic■aloi Althou8h tfme allotment for
calisthen■cs w■1l most ■ikely now allow for 15 m■nutes of pure cardio―
vascular exercises, the sports director should include some heart and lung
exerc■ses.  Although the exerc■ses may not be extens■v nough to prov■de
the des■red tra■n■ng effect, calor■es w■1  still be used, and a m■n■―
workout can serve as a guideline and example for further use by the camper.
As with all types of exercise, cardiovascular ones should be progressive.
Start at a.low lbvel, and slowly intens■fy the prOgram to allow for gradual
■mprovement.
Some suggestions for cardiovascular exerc■ses to be ■ncl ded in the
calisthenics program include: (a)rOpe skippin8,(b)running in place,
(C)ShOrt jOgs,(d)aerObiC da面cin8,(e)jumping jacks and knee jumps` and
(f)a COmbination of all the above。
The aim of these exercises iS tO get the heart to beat faster and tいen
to return to a resEing staEe. This will take great encouraBement and
moEivation from the sporEs director'and other staff members. Some campers
wifl begin to feel iatlgued and will want Eo stop before they really need
': p ' to. , Since. Ehe 6xefcise will .'be short }-n duration'. campers should be
r
encourag6d-*to cbniinue uiiless''symptoms of an insulin reaction are present-
??
Appendix M
SUGGESTED FITNESS TRAIL ACTIVITIES
The'invesEigator suggests that a homemade fiEness trail be implemented
into the camp sports and exercise program. Saari (1981, pp. L2-21) has
t{ outlined a portabld, homemade fitness course that is easy to improvise
and adapt to the camp setting. Objectives, di-agrams, and specific exercises
are outlined for use by the re.ader.
Note. Excerpted from Fitness Couises l^Iith AdaptaEions for Persons
hlith Disabilities Manual (c) 1981 by Joan M. Saari. Vinland National
Centёr, 3675 1hduhapi Road, P.0. Box 308, Loretto, Minnesota  55357.
Repr■nted by perm■ss■on.
THE PORTABLE, HOMEMADE FITNESS COURSE
The fitness course ■s a healthsport that combines exerc■se w■th
runn■g or wheeling and outloOr fun.  This type of course ■s easy to
improvise if one does not already Oxist in your area.
The number of exerc■ses p formed and the speed upon which it is
completed depends On the ability of the person and will incrさase rough
practice。
The objectives of this type of fitness course are:
= Promote fun and social interaction
- 
Improve flexibility and agility
- 
Increase strength and endurance
- 
Develop an appreciation for feeling better through physical fitness
- 
Introduce the fitness course as a component for onets weekly training
program
The materials that are requiredtf,or setting up the fitness course are
minimal and inexpensive. The Sports for Health programs' co-sponsored by
the Vinland National Center, used this type of course and found it
acceptable.
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The followlng are recommended components:
- 
Three quarters of a mile of smooth terrain (grass is acceptable, sidewalks
or firm'dirt is preferable for wheelchair users). The 3/4 of a mile
distance can Lake any shape, i.e. circular, figure eight, 1oops, etc.
- 
Twelve stakes (three to four feet.in length), posts or trees that the
directional signs can be attached to.
- 
Twelve cards with directions for each station written in type and braille
and with a diagram demonstrating Ehe exercise. (See Addendum B.)
To set up the course, space 12 exercise stations 110 yards apart(See Diagram 1). The total length of the Lourse-is 1430 yards or just over
three quarters of a mi1e. A piece of'string 110 yards long is helpful in
laying out the course. The sEations can be"marked with laminated cards with
instructions attached to the corner of a building, a tree or stakes.
The person who isusing the course should be fiited with proper running
shoes or a sports wheelchair. The cloEhing should be loose fitting,
suitable for the existing weather and the 1eve1 of activity in which the
individual will be paiticipating.
The stations and their respective exercise shown in Diagram 1 are
listed beLow. The stations in this portable fitness course are oriented
primarily toward stretching and cardiovascular training.
Station Activity
HEADROLL
To relax and lubricate your neck'and spine:
comfortable position with a st.raight back.
head around in a full circle.
siE or sEand in a
Very slowly rotate your
Repetitions
5 repetitions/
each direction
Remain relaxed. Do not strain.
2。a. CALESTRETCH 30 seconds/each le8
:
To stretch Ehe back of your'16*er leg: locate a'sturdy tree, wall
or post to lean against. Facing thb tree,'place your forearms on it
so that they may form a cushion for your forehead. Stand .with one
foot in front of the other, toes pointing sEraight ahead and feet
flat on the ground, your foriard leg will support you and your back
leg will be streLched. Bend your forward leg slightly aE the knee so
thit you are stable. Keeping your back leg fairly straight (without
locking your knee), lean on your forearms and slowly move your hips
forward. Find a comfortable stretch in the calf of your back leg and
ho1d, do not bounce.
? ???
Appendix M (continued)
An example of a fiEness course design:
Diagram‐ 1.
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Appendix M (continued)
2.bo     CALF STRETCH
From the position described above,
Achilles tendon and increase ankle
hips downward and slightly bending
stretch is all that is needed for
mild stretch.
2.c. CALF STRETCH
25 seconds/2 cimes
each leR
you can further stretch your
flexibility by: lowering your
your back knee. Very slight
your Achilles tendon. Hold this
10 seconds/5 times
each leg
If using a wheelchair: stretch the'back of your lower leg by putting
one foot on a bench (if possible, use some padding or a sweatshirt to
soften the surface). Do not lock your knee, bent li:g is preferable.
Grasp your fooE with both hands and gently pul1 the toes toward your
head, without lifting your foot. Hold a position that puts a gentle
stretch on your calf muscles and Achilles tendon.
3.a. QUAD/KNEE STRETCH 10 seconds/
5 ,times each leg
To stretch the front muscles of your thigh and your knee joinEs:
locate a sEurdy !ree, wall or post. Stand next to the tree and place
one hand on it for balance. lrlich your other hand, grasp the top of
your opposite foot, (i.e. right'hand and left fooE). Standing on your
reinaining foot and using the tree foi balance, gently pul1 your heel
up toward your buttocks. Pull until you feel a gentle stretch, then
hold. It is important to use opposite hand and foot as this causes
the knee to bend at a naLural angle 
- 
this is very good for problem
knees
3.b. QUAD/KNEE STRETCH 8-12..seconds/
each leg
To sLretch fronE of thigh, knee joints and upper arm area: Lie on
your"stomach. Bend one knee so that your heel is near your buttocks,
reach behind your back wiEh the opposite hand and 'grasp your foot.(ImportanE - to achieve a natural angle of knee bending, opposite hand
and foot should meet, i.e. right hand and left fooc.) Gently pull
heel toward your btittocks so that a comfortable stretch is held.
3.c. FORWARD SHOULDER STRETCH10 seconds/each side
To sEretch your back; shoulders and arms: Sit or stand in an upright
position. Hold your right arm just above the elbow with your left
hand. GenEIy pull your elbow toward your left shoulder'as you look
over your right shoulder. Hold a comfortable stretch.
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TOE TOUCH B stretches/each side
To strengthen and stretch: Srand or sit in an upright position.
If standing, your feet should be 20 
- 
30 inches apart, with your
legs stralght but not locked, forming a stable straddle position.
l,rlith your arms out to Ehe side, forming a 'T', bend down very slowly
while rotating your trunk and reach your left arm toward your right
foot. Slowly return to an upright position. It is important that
this exercise be performed very slowlv and continuously. Repeat the
exercise to the left side (left foot and right hand). Alternate sides.
CHIN―UPS Variable
To strengthen shoulders, arms, ihest and back: Chin-ups are a very
natural exercise. They are also very difficult. There are many
different methods of chinning, varying in difficulty. Start and
finish each chin-up in a straight arm hanging position.
a. A benE-arm hang is an easier approach to a chin=up. GeE into the
chin-up position (by jumping, standong on a stool, using a low bar
- and bending your knees, etc.). Strength can be built by hanging
there. Hands m-ay be either forward (palms away from you) or
reversed (palms toward you), shoulder width apart. Length of
hanging depends on your ability.
b. Lowering yourself -from a bent-arm hang to a straight arm hang is
the next step totard a chin-up. Hands may be either forward or
reversed, shoulder width apart. Very slowly lower yourself from a
bent-arm hand until arms are straighE. Try to repeat this a couple
of ti-mes.
A chin-up may be done with your hands in a reverse or forward
grlp. Begin a chin-up from a straight arm hang, bend your arms
and pu1l until your chin clears the bar, Lhen reEurn. to a straight
arm hang. The number performed depends on your strength.
A wide-grip will develop shoulders, buE it is a more difficult
chin-up
The mbst difficult chin-up develops the side muscles bf your back(the latissirirus dorsi-the lats): Using a wide Brip, chin so t,hat
the bar comes behind your head. These last two chin-up methods
are very difficult to do but should be performed t.he same as
section c, station 5.
6. ABpOMINAL (Ab) CURLS 2 seconds/
5 repetitions
C.
d.
e。
To strengthen your abdominal muscles, sit on a straight back.
chair, or a wheelchair,, with your knees bent and legs together.
Hold thd back of tlie chaii r,,ith both hhnds. Drop your head onto
4.
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your chest, lift knees (breathe out), and point your toes. Hold
this position for two seconds the return to start posiEion.
Repeat.
b. To strengthen your abdominals, 1ie on your back. Bend knees so
that your feet rest flat on the ground near your buttocks. Cross
your afms and place hands on opposite shoulders. Raise your head,
shoulders and upper back by contracting your stomach muscles, as
though trying to sit up, (breathe out). Hold for two secons, then
relax back onto the ground. Repeat.
6.c. OVERHEAD SHOULDER STRETCH15 seconds/each side
To loosen up your arms and shoulders: sit or stand in an upright
position. v,/ith arms overhead, hold the elbow of one arm with the
hand of the other arm. Gently pul1 the elbow behind your head.
Hold a gentle stretch.
■RM CIRCLES 10 times/each direction
To strengthen and stretch arms and shoulders: sit or stand in a
comfortable upright position. Extend arms to the sides. Rotate arms
in circles, bLginnl-ng with smaller circle-s and working into large
circles. Circle arms clockwise, then counter-clockwise.
TRUNK TWISTER 5 
- 
15 seconds/
8 times each side
7.
8.
To st.retch arms, shoulders,
and lubricate spine: sit or
Place a broomstick or light
your head. Stretch arms out
not comfortable, perform Ehe
your arms out to the side.)
head to the side and hold.
sides.
upper back, and trunk, strengthen truirk
stand in a comfortable up-right position.
bamboo pole across your shoulders, behind
comfortably along the pole. (If this is
exercise without the pole, stretching
Gently twisE your upper body, arms and
RepeaE to the other side. Alternate
9. LEC LIFT STRETCH hold.20 seconds/each leR
To stretch the back of your leg and buttocks: place the back of your
heel, (more of your leg as needed for balance) on a support which is
waist high or lower, depending on comfort. Keep the raised leg
straight, but do not lock the knee. (The supporting 1eg should be
slightly bent with the foot flat on the ground and pointed forward.)
Look straight ahead and slowly bend forward at the waist until you
feel a stretch in the back of the raised leg. Hold 20 seconds, then
relax and repeat with the other leg.
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BACKL,ARD ARM LIFT hold 5 
- 
15 seconds/2 times
To stretch aims, shoulders, chest: sit or stand in a. comfortable
position and interlace your finge*rs behind your back. Slowly turn
your elbows inward while'straightening your arms. ldithout leaning
forward, lift your arms up behind you. Hold an easy stretch for
5 
- 
15 seconds. Relax and repeat. Do not <-rverstretch.
11. UPPER BODY DROP 30 seconds
To stretch your upper body and back: place both hands, shoulder width
apart, on a fence or a ledge.- The height of your hands depends oh the
stretch you want. Experiment ! l.rlith hands on fence, let your upper
body and head drop down between'your arms. The weight of your upper
body should be suspended between your arms and legs, your trunk should
be relaxed. Hold this streLch.
If you're sEanding, be sure that your knees are slightly bent and
not locked, ybur hips being directly over your- feet.
If you're sitting in a wheelchair, you may want to lock the wheels
with brakes or by putting wooden blocks behind the rvheel-s.
11. SIDE STRETCH 10 seconds/each side
To streEch your waistline, si-de and arms: find a fence or ledge(chainlink fences are ideal).' Position yourself at right a'ngles to
the fence. Stand or sit in a stable position. (If you use a wheel-
chair, Iou may want to lock the brakes or block the wheels.) Grasp
the fence about wai-st high with your near hand. Reach over your head
with the other arm and try to grab the fence. Hold this stretch and
repeat on oEher side.
12.a. OVERALL STRETCH 15+15 seconds/each side
To stretch most of your body at the end of an exercise period: sit
on the grouhd or a raised platform. Extend your right leg in front
of you. Bend your left leg so tha't the sole of your foot is next to
the thigh of your right leg. Place your right hand out to the side
for balance. Reach across your body with your -1eft arm. to the out-
side of your right Ieg. Hold this stretch for 15 seconds. From this
position, turn your head to look over your right shoulder and slightly
turn the front of your left hip to the inside. Hold this stretch for
15 seconds. Repeat the exercise to the left.
t2.b.
l-
UPPER BODY STRETCH 15 seconds/
2 times each side
a.
b.
To stretch your upper
position. Using your
trunk to the side in a
body after exercising: sit
arms to balance and support
spiraling motion, beginning
in an upright
you, twist your
with your head and
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the rest of your body following it around, hold a comfortable stretch.
Return to a forward position by untwisting, beginning at your waist
with your head the last to c-enter. Repeat to the other side.
～ t     F  "ェ
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Airpendix N
TIPS FOR A SUCCESSFUL EXERCISE PROGRAM
1. Include non-competitive and enjoyable acEivities that all campers
can participate and be successful in.
2. Have fluids available to campers at all times.
3. Be sure campers wear appropriate footwear during activities.
4. Stress participation of other staff members in activities.
5. Set a good example by maintaining your own fitness.
6. Be enthusiastic about your work.
7 . Praise campers for their efforts and accomplishments.
B. Emphasize the importance of exercise during teachable moments.
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INFORMATION LETTER FROM JOSLIN DIABETIC CENTER
September 21, 7982
Ms. Joanie Groome
710 Giles StreeL
Apt. 1-C
Ithaca, NY 14850
Dear Ms. Groome:
Thanks very much for your letter which f received in the office last week.
I hope in the lines to follow I will be able to give you a few ideas as
you look to put together a sports/exercise program for children with
diabetes at summer camps.
One problem you discussed in your letter was the problem of getting children
exercising when Eheir blood sugars were too high. I understand that this
certainly can be a problem. I believe that there are basically four
important parts Eo good diabetes management. The first and most important
part for 95% of. the young people under the age of sixteen is their insulin
dose. By insulin dose I mean not only how'many units of insulin they are
taking but also the cypes of insulin, the number of times a day and the
times each day that they takb insulin. Most all of the children who join
us at the Joslin and Barton camps are on two shoEs a day and ofEen on
mixed doses of insulin. I.,le f ind that this of ten helps wit.h the blood sugar
control significantly. The other important parts that we stress at camp
include a sound, balanced, nutritional program, exercise and emotional well-
being. A11 four of these are very.important. At the Barton and Joslin
Camps it is highly unusual that. a youngster will not get involved with
exercise because their blood sugar level is too high. In the unusual cases
when this does happen then the child would meet with members of the health'
care team and a determination would be made as Eo what additional insulin
coverage the child needed to get the blood sugar down to a more reasonable
leveI. Certainly if a child had a high blood,sugar plus a medium or high
acetone level or felt sick, the child wduld not be asked to get actively
involved in a program of exercise. If Ehe child's blood sugar was not so
high and they did not have acetone in their urine then it is safe for them
to be involved in an exercise program. When children have both the high
sugar count and acetone this is not a safe time for them to be involved in
exercise. In fact the exercise research has suggested that the individual's
blood sugar can actually rise during and after exercise if they have both
a high sugar count and acetone. I.rlith just a high sugar count alone,
exercise will bring down the blood sugar.
I've always felt that it is more often the case that a child does not want
to participate in an exercise program because we (the adults) have not made
the program exciting enough, challenging enough, either too competitive for
some youngsters or not competitive enough for others, too complicated with
Ehe rules', inappropriate for the age of the children participating and their
" 
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physical and/Or mental abilities, etc.  I'm sure you can tell that l have
some rather strontt feelingS about activ■t■es for children and people ■n
general.  It is a tremendous challenge tO all of us ■nvolved in any‐type
of recreation to develop a sponts/exercise prcigram fOr children with
■nsulin―dependent diabetes while attending summer camp.  TO many children,
even the word exercise has negative implications.  We have to use terms
which are pos■tive to children and relevant to them.  Cetting a child to
realize the "joy of movement" rather than stressing to them how important
exercise is to the control of the blood sugar is often the route to go。
It is ■mportant that they realize、that exerc■s  ■s mportant for the
control of b100d sugar but l feel that adults will hold onto this cOncёpt
much better than w■1l children.. The children should hear this sO that
they can ■ntegrate ■t into the■r total learn■n8 0f the activ■ty but rather
our pr■me emphas■s hould be fun for the children.  All too often many of
us involved in recreation with children present the importance Of exercise
to children ■n our lo8iCal, adult fashion.  We must at some level approach
this the way the kids wouldo  More often than not Our primary 80al when
developing exerc■se programs for children must be fun.  I believe that w■th
children that ff we make exerc■se and movement of the■ body a fun exper■―
ence that they w■1l start to get involved in activ■ties on the■r own when
they are young.and later on ■n life.  I believe that too many adults were
turned off to exerc■se wh n they were younger because they did not perform
well in the exerc■se and because ■t wa  made more of a chore rather than a
fun exper■ence。
I've asked that some ■nformatlon be enclosed that l hope w■ 1l be helpful
to you.  As l was not exactly sure what you were looking for, I really
could not 80 further w■th is letter.  If you have spac■fic questions ■n
m■nd l would inv■te you to contact me as l would be very happy to help out
■n any way that l cano  l would be very interested in see■ng your firiish d
product as 1lm sure that l could learn from the research that you are
presently involved in.
Thank you and l w■sh you the very best w■th this prOject.
Sincerely,
Paul B. Madden, M.Ed.
Camp Administrator/Director
PBM/bjr
Enclosure
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